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Science Data Processing Classes (36-53228 B): Purpose

32.0 Science Data Processing Classes (36-53228 B)
32.1 Purpose
The purpose of the Science Processing classes is to implement the detailed science data
processing requirements of the Back End Processor. The overall control of the data pro
cessing is managed by the Science Management Classes, described in Section 29.0.

32.2 Uses
The following lists the uses of the Science Processing classes:
Use 1:: Timed Exposure Raw Mode Data Processing
Use 2:: Timed Exposure Histogram Mode Data Processing
Use 3:: Timed Exposure Faint Mode 3x3 Event Data Processing
Use 4:: Timed Exposure Faint Mode 3x3 with Bias Data Processing
Use 5:: Timed Exposure Graded Mode Data Processing
Use 6:: Continuous Clocking Raw Mode Data Processing
Use 7:: Continuous Clocking Faint Mode 1x3 Event Data Processing
Use 8:: Continuous Clocking Graded Mode Data Processing

32.3 Organization
This section describes the class hierarchy and relationships between the various pieces of
the science processing system. Given the large number of relationships between the vari
ous processing classes, this section is divided into subsections. Each subsection describes
a portion of the system, focusing on a particular group of relationships. The first subsec
tion establishes the abstract processing mode base class definitions, and the data filter
class definitions. The second subsection describes the leaf processing mode classes, each
of which is responsible for handling a single science data processing mode. The third sub
section describes the data representation classes used within the system, and the last sub
section describes how the Science Mode classes, SmTimedExposure and
SmContClocking, relate to the processing mode classes.
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32.3.1 Process Mode Base Classes
Figure 143 illustrates the class relationships of the processing mode base classes.
FIGURE 143. Processing Mode Base Class Relationships
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ScienceMode - This class is an abstract base class representing a main science mode. It
contains an array of pointers to ProcessMode instances, one pointer for each Front End
Processor (FEP) in the instrument, and uses the ProcessMode instances to handle data
produced by a given FEP. The ProcessMode class, in turn, contains a pointer back to a
ScienceMode instance. ProcessMode uses the ScienceMode to wait for telemetry
packet buffers to use when sending CCD science data and exposure records
(waitForPkt). See Section 29.0 for a detailed description of the ScienceMode class.
See Section 32.3.4 for a description of the descriptions of the specific science modes sup
ported by the instrument.
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ProcessMode - This class is an abstract class responsible for processing science data
being emitted by a single Front End Processor. This abstract class implements functions
common to all science processing modes, and defines interfaces required by all such
modes. This class is described in detail in Section 29.0.
EventExposure - This class is responsible for maintaining science run and exposure
information needed for data processing. It provides functions which store and retrieve the
science run’s row and column scale factors, the row offset, and the output node configura
tion used by images produced by a FEP (setGeometry, getGeometry). It has func
tions to set and get the split threshold levels configured for the science run
(setSplitThreshold, getSplitThreshold). This class provides utility func
tions which use the reported run information, such as map a clocked pixel position into
absolute CCD coordinates (mapPosition), and determine from which CCD quadrant a
pixel was produced (getQuadrant). This class obtains its exposure information from
records produced by a Front End Processor, FEPexpRec and FEPexpEndRec
(copyExpStart, copyExpEnd). The extracted information is used to provide clients
with the last reported exposure number (getExposureNumber), the reported over
clock base values and delta values (getOverclockBase, getOverclockDelta),
and the number of pixels detected by the FEP which were above their threshold levels
(getThresholdCnt). Refer to Section 4.10 for a description of the FEPexpRec and
FEPexpEndRec structure definitions.
PmHist - This class is a subclass of ProcessMode, and is responsible for processing
histogram data produced by a given Front End Processor. This class provides functions
which configure and query which video chains (quadrants) are being histogrammed
(setQuadMode, getQuadMode), and which process FEP to BEP records
(processRecord).
PmRaw - This class is a subclass of ProcessMode, and is responsible for processing raw
pixel data produced by a given Front End Processor. This class contains a reference to a
FilterWindow class instance, which it uses to clip raw images produced by the FEP.
This class provides functions which set and retrieve the compression table code
(setCompression, getCompression), which set and query the number of over
clock pixels in each raw row of data (setOverclockCnt, getOverclockCnt),
which install a the window list to use for clipping the raw data (setWindowFil ter). It
also provides member functions used by its child classes to accumulate a series of FEP to
BEP ring-buffer records into a single FEP to BEP record (accumulateRawRecord),
retrieve a pointer to the accumulated record (getRawRecord), run the raw row through
the window clipping filter (f ilterRow), and pack the unclipped regions of the row into
an output buffer (packRow).
PmEvent - This class is a subclass of ProcessMode, and is responsible for filtering
candidate events produced by a given Front End Processor, for processing bias map errors
reported by a FEP, and for processing FEP-supplied event-mode exposure record informa
tion. This class contains three filter references. The FilterWindow instance is used to
filter events based on their position within the CCD image. The FilterGrade instance
is used to filter events based on the spatial distribution of pulse heights within the pixels
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representing the event. The FilterPh instance is used to filter events based on their
pulse height. The PmEvent class provides functions which are used during setup to
establish the pointers to these filters (setWindowFilter, setGradeFilter,
setPhFilter). It provides functions which interpret data records produced by a FEP
(processRecord), process exposure start and end records (digestExposureStart, digestExposureEnd), process bias error records (digestBiasError). It
also provides functions used by its child classes to setup event data telemetry packets
(setupDataPkt) and exposure record packets (setupExpPkt). It also provides func
tions which filter out events using its event filters (f ilterEvent), and increment an
accepted event counter (incEventCnt). Finally, this class defines an abstract function
which completes a current exposure (f inishExposure), which all child classes must
implement.
Filter - This class represents a CCD science data filter. It provides functions which
track the number of data elements accepted and rejected by a given instance (accept,
re j ect). It also provides functions that clients use to retrieve and reset this information
(getAcceptCnt, getDiscardCnt, resetCounters).
FilterWindow - This class is a subclass of Filter, and represents a collection of two
dimensional windowing filters. Each window in the collection selects or rejects events or
raw pixels based on their position within a CCD. It provides functions to add a window
and to remove all windows (addWindow, resetWindows), to filter a row of raw pixel
data (f ilterRow), and to filter a candidate CCD event (f ilterEvent).
FilterGrade - This class is a subclass of Filter, and is responsible for filtering
events based on their grade code. The grade code of an event represents the spatial pattern
of pulse height distributions among the pixels associated with the event. This class pro
vides functions to reject all events (disableAll), and to add specific event grades to
accept (allow). This class also provides a member function which selects or rejects an
event based on its grade (f ilterEvent).
FilterPh - This class is a subclass of Filter, and is responsible for accepting or
rejecting events based on their pulse height. This class provides functions to set the pulse
height limits of the filter (setLimits), to accept events whose pulse heights are within
this range, and to reject those outside the configured limits (f ilterEvent).

FEPexpRec - This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End interface.
This structure contains exposure information, such as the current exposure number, and
the overclock levels being used for the current exposure. See Section 4.10 for a detailed
description of the FEP to BEP science interface.
FEPexpEndRec -This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End interface.
This structure contains information pertaining to the exposure which has just completed,
such as the number of pixels detected above their respective threshold level. See
Section 4.10.
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FEPerrRec - This is a data structure defined by the FEP to BEP interface. This structure
reports the detection of one or two parity errors in the FEP’s pixel bias map, and specifies
which image pixels are affected. For more detail, see Section 4.10.
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32.3.2 Process Mode Leaf Classes
Figure 144 illustrates the class relationships between the bottom level data processing
classes.
ELGIIRE144. Processing Mode Leaf Class Relationships
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PmTeHist - This class is a subclass of PmHist and is responsible for processing Timed
Exposure histogram data produced by a single FEP. In addition to the record types handled
by its parent classes, this class processes FEPeventRecHist data records, produced by
a FEP. This class provides a member function to process FEP to BEP records
(processRecords). It also provides member functions used internally to process the
end of an exposure (f inishExposure), to complete transmission of a histogram from
one quadrant (f inishQuadrant), to determine if all of the histogram data has been
received from the FEP and processed (isEndOf His togram), to incrementally pack bin
data into the telemetry packet buffer (sendBins), and to setup a new telemetry data
packet (setupDataPkt).
PmTeRaw - This class is a subclass of PmRaw and is responsible for processing Timed
Exposure raw pixel data. In addition to the record types handled by its parent classes, this
class processes FEPeventRecRaw data records produced by a FEP. This class provides
a member function to process FEP to BEP records (processRecords). It provides
internal member functions to process a complete raw mode data record
(digestRawRecord), and to setup a new telemetry data packet (setupDataPkt).
PmCcRaw - This class is a subclass of PmRaw and is responsible for processing Continu
ous Clocking raw pixel data. This class handles FEPeventRecRaw data records pro
duced by a FEP. This class provides a member function to process FEP to BEP records
(processRecords). It provides internal member functions to process a complete raw
mode data record (digestRawRecord), and to setup a new telemetry data packet
(setupDataPkt).
PmTeFaint3x3 - This class is a subclass of PmEvent and is responsible for processing
FEPeventRec3x3 event data records produced by a FEP, and producing Timed Expo
sure Faint Mode exposure records and data packets. This class provides functions which
parse data records produced by a FEP (processRecord), accumulate and send pro
cessed events using a Timed Exposure Faint Mode data packet (sendEvent), and form
and send a Timed Exposure Faint Mode Exposure Record at the end of each exposure
(f inishExposure).
PmTeFaintBias3x3 - This class is a subclass of PmEvent, and is responsible for pro
cessing FEPeventRec3x3 event data records produced by a FEP, and producing Timed
Exposure Faint with Bias Mode exposure records and data packets.This class provides
functions which parse data records produced by a FEP (processRecord), accumulate
and send processed events using a Timed Exposure Faint-with-Bias Mode data packet
(sendEvent), and form and send a Timed Exposure Faint-with-Bias Mode Exposure
Record at the end of each exposure (f inishExposure).
PmTeGraded -This class is a subclass of PmEvent, and is responsible for processing
FEPeventRec3x3 event data records produced by a FEP, and producing Timed Expo
sure Graded Mode exposure records and data packets. This class provides functions which
parse data records produced by a FEP (processRecord), accumulate and send pro
cessed events using a Timed Exposure Graded Mode data packet (sendEvent), and
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form and send a Timed Exposure Faint Mode Exposure Record (used by both Faint and
Graded modes) at the end of each exposure (f inishExposure).
PmCcFaintlx3 - This class is a subclass of PmEvent, and is responsible for process
ing FEPeventRec 1x3 event data records produced by a FEP, and producing Continu
ous Clocking Faint Mode exposure records and data packets. This class provides functions
which parse data records produced by a FEP (processRecord), accumulate and send
processed events using a Continuous Clocking Faint Mode data packet (sendEvent),
and form and send a Continuous Clocking Faint Mode Exposure Record at the end of each
exposure (f inishExposure).
PmCcGraded - This class is a subclass of PmEvent, and is responsible for processing
FEPeventRec 1x3 event data records produced by a FEP, and producing Continuous
Clocking Graded Mode exposure records and data packets. This class provides functions
which parse data records produced by a FEP (processRecord), accumulate and send
processed events using a Continuous Clocking Graded Mode data packet (sendEvent),
and form and send a Continuous Clocking Faint Mode Exposure Record (used by both
Faint and Graded Modes) at the end of each exposure (f inishExposure).

FEPeventRecHist - This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End
interface. This structure contains an array of histogram bin values for each output node of
the CCD being processed by a FEP. See Section 4.10 for a detailed description of the FEP
to BEP science interface.
FEPeventRecRaw - This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End
interface. This structure contains one row of raw pixel values clocked out of a CCD. See
Section 4.10 for a detailed description of the FEP to BEP science interface.
FEPeventRec3x3 - This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End
interface. This structure contains one candidate 3x3 event detected in the current exposure
by the FEP. This record contains the image position of the event, and the 9 pixel pulse
heights and bias values corresponding to the event. See Section 4.10 for a detailed
description of the FEP to BEP science interface.
FEPeventRec 1x3 - This is a data structure defined by the Front End to Back End
interface. This structure contains one candidate 1x3 event detected in the current exposure
by the FEP. This record contains the image position .of the event, and the 3 pixel pulse
heights and bias values corresponding to the event. See Section 4.10 for a detailed
description of the FEP to BEP science interface.
NOTE: 5x5 and 1x5 processing modes are TBD. If implemented the following processing
mode classes are needed: PmTeFaint5x5, PmTeFaintBias5x5, PmCcFaintlx5,
and PmCcFaintBiaslx5. For robustness, the PmTeGraded and PmCcGraded
classes would be enhanced to be able to handle FEPeventRec 5x5 and
FEPeventRec 1x5 classes, but their overall functionality would not change.
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32.3.3 CCD Data Representation Classes
Figure 145 illustrates the relationships between the data representation classes used for
processing CCD events.
FIGURE 145. CCD Data Class Relationships
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PixelEvent - This class represents a candidate event produced from a CCD and
detected by a Front End Processor. Using an EventExposure instance to supply image
geometry information, threshold information, and exposure overclock values, this class
provides functions which subclasses use to compute and store the CCD position of the
event (setup), and the corrected pulse height of a single pixel value
(correctPixelPh). This class contains two instance variables accessible to its sub
classes which are used to retain the computed pulse height of the event, and the spatial dis
tribution code (grade) of the event (vPh, vGrade). This class provide general client
functions to access the position of the event, in CCD coordinates (getCcdPosition),
the pulse height of the event (getPulseHeight), and the spatial distribution grade
code of the event (getGrade).
Pixel 1x3 - This class is a subclass of PixelEvent and respresents a candidate event
detected by a Front End Processor while its CCD is being clocked in Continuous Clocking
Mode. This class provides a function to reference pixel values from a
FEPeventRec 1x3 event record, produced by a FEP (attachData). Once the data is
loaded, this function computes the pulse height and grade of the event, storing the results
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in its parent’s instance variables (computePhGrade). This class provides functions
which clients use to obtain specific pixel pulse height and bias values (getPixel,
getBias).
Pixel3x3 - This class is a subclass of PixelEvent and represents a 3x3 pixel event
produced by a FEP while a CCD is being clocked in Timed Exposure Mode. It provides a
function reference pixel values from a FEPeventRec3x3 event record produced by a
FEP (attachData). Once the data is copied, this function also computes the pulse
height of the event and its spatial distribution grade code (computePhGrade,
gradeCornerPixel, gradeEdgePixel). This class provides functions which cli
ents use to obtain specific pixel pulse height and bias values (getPixel, getBias).
PixelRow - This class represents one row of raw pixel pulse heights. It provides a func
tion to establish a reference to a FEPeventRecRaw record produced by a FEP
(attachData). Once the reference is established, this function also uses the geometry
information in an EventExposure instance to map the row position and column range
of the row of pixel values. The class provides a function which clients use to obtain the
CCD row position and minimum and maximum column positions of the data
(getRange). To support windowed clipping of the data, this class provides functions
which accept and discard columns within the row (acceptRegion,
discardRegion). These functions use an internal function to manipulate an array of
flags which indicate which pixels to send (f lagRegion). The function provides a func
tion to setup the mask limits based on the number of columns in a row for this image
(setup). It provides functions which supplies the next region of a row to be telemeter
(getNextSendRegion), and which return a pointer to the pixel buffer array
(getPixelPtr) and the overclock pixels (getOverclockPtr).
PhHistogram - This class respresents a histogram of raw pixel pulse heights produced
by a FEP. This classes data is taken from an FEPeventRecHist record produced by a
FEP. This class provides a function to load the histogram header information
(copyHeader). It provides functions to retrieve the number of exposures that went into
the histogram (getExposureCount), the first exposure accumulated
(getExposureStart), and the last exposure in the histogram (getExposureEnd).
It provides functions to obtain a quadrant’s overclock maximum and minimum values
(getOverclockMax, getOverclockMin), and to obtain a quadrant’s overclock
mean and variance (getOverclockMean, getOverclockVariance).
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32.3.4 Science Mode and Processing Mode Classes
Figure 146 illustrates the relationships between the Timed Exposure Science Mode class
and its various data processing modes, and Figure 147 illustrates the relationships between
the Continuous Clocking Science Mode and its data processing mode classes.
FIGURE 146. Timed Exposure Mode’s Data Processing Class Relationships
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SmTimedExposure - This class is a subclass of ScienceMode and is responsible for
managing a Timed Exposure science run. This class provides functions which stage the
mode’s parameter blocks prior to starting a run, and activates those parameters once ready
to start the run (stageParameters, activateParameters). It provides functions
to check the integrity of parameter blocks (checkBlocks) and to dump the parameter
blocks to telemetry (dumpParameters). This class provides functions which overwrite
each FEP’s bias map entries with bad pixel entries from the current bad pixel map and
timed exposure bad column map (loadBadMaps). It also provides query functions to
determine if a bias calibration phase is required for the configured mode, and if so,
whether or not the mode requires the bias to be sent to the ground via the BiasThief
(requiresBias, useBiasThief). This class provides functions used by its parent
class to prepare the hardware and software for a particular science run (setupDea,
setupFep, setupProcess), and internal functions which it uses to configure the par
ticular details of the run (setupFepBlock, setupRaw, setupHist, setupEventProcess, setupFaint3x3,setupFaintBias3x3, setupGraded,
setupPhFilter, setupWindowFitler, setupGradeFilter). This class uses
the PramTe and DeaManager classes to configure the Detector Electronics Assembly
for the run, and the FepManager class to identify and configure which Front End Pro
cessors to use. When configuring the processing modes, this class selects which ProcessMode leaf classes to use (PmTeRaw, PmTeHist, PmTeFaint3x3,
PmTeFaintBias3x3, PmTeGraded), configures the selected instances, and sets up
the selected class instances as the FEP process modes for the run. If filters are mandated
by the particular processing mode, this class configures the required filter instances, and
installs the configured filters into the processing modes. It provides a function which
closes the current run and issues a science run report (terminate).
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SmContClocking- This class is a subclass of ScienceMode and is responsible for
managing a Continuous Clocking science run. This class provides functions which stage
the mode’s parameter blocks prior to starting a run, and activates those parameters once
ready to start the run (stageParameters, activateParameters). It provides
functions to check the integrity of parameter blocks (checkBlocks) and to dump the
parameter blocks to telemetry (dumpParameters). This class provides functions which
overwrite each FEP’s bias map entries with bad pixel entries from the current continuous
clocking bad column map (loadBadMaps). It also provides query functions to deter
mine if a bias is required for the configured mode, and if so, whether or not the mode
requires the bias to be sent to the ground via the BiasThief (requiresBias,
useBiasThief). This class provides functions used by its parent class to prepare the
hardware and software for a particular science run (setupDea, setupFep,
setupProcess), and internal functions which it uses to configure the particular details
of the run (setupFepBlock, setupRaw, setupEventProcess,
setupFaintlx3, setupGraded, setupPhFilter, setupWindowFitler,
setupGradeFilter). This class uses the PramCc and DeaManager classes to con
figure the Detector Electronics Assembly for the run, and the FepManager class to iden
tify and configure which Front End Processors to use. When configuring the processing
modes, this class selects which ProcessMode leaf classes to use (PmCcRaw,
PmCcFaintlx3, PmCcFaintBias 1x3, PmCcGraded), configures the selected
instances, and sets the selected class instances up as the FEP process modes for the run. If
filters are mandated by the particular processing mode, this class configures the required
filter instances, and installs the configured filters into the processing modes. It provides a
function which closes the current run and issues a science run report (terminate).
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32.4 Scenarios
32.4.1 Use 1: Timed Exposure Raw Mode Data Processing
Figure 148 illustrates the overall steps involved in configuring and running Timed Expo
sure Mode, producing raw exposure data.
FIGURE 148. Timed Exposure Raw Mode
3: setupDea
6: setupFep
setupFebBlock
8: setupProcess
setupRaw
assignFepProcess
15: distributeRunlnfo
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1. The scienceManager tells Timed Exposure Mode to activate its parameters using
smTimedExposure.activate'ParametersQ. The parameter blocks have been
previously loaded from their parameter block lists via an earlier call to
smTimedExposure.s tageParameters() (not shown), when the initial command
to start a run was received. The system of staging and then activating parameters
ensures that the correct parameter blocks are used in cases where the start of the run has
been deferred due to the radiation monitor, or other reasons.
2. The scienceManager tells Timed Exposure Mode to setup for a run, using
smTimedExposure. setup().
3. setup() calls setupDea() to configure the DEA sequencer logic (PRAM and
SRAM).
4. setupDea() loads the SRAM into each DEA CCD-controller, using
sramLibrary.loadQ.
5. setupDea() generates the sequencer load images by calling pramTe.conf igure()
and pramTe.build() to build and load the hardware PRAM and SRAM with the
images.
6. setup() calls setupFep() to configure the Front End Processors, which calls
setupFepBlock() to construct FEP parameter blocks.
7. setupFep() loads the parameter blocks into the FEPs using
fepManager. conf igureFep().
8. setup() calls setupProcess() to configure the data process instances.
setupProcess() determines from the parameters that raw mode is selected, and
calls setupRaw() to configure the filters and process modes. setupRaw() uses
assignFepProcess() to install each configured process mode into its table,
fepProcess[].
9. setupRaw() configures one PmTeRaw instance for each Front End Processor being
used. It uses setMode() to establish itself as the source of telemetry packet buffers,
setCcdId() to identify which CCD a particular instance is dealing with,
setGeometry() to establish the clocked image scale and offset factors,
setRunldlnf o() to establish the command and parameter block identifiers to report
to telemetry, and setWindowFilter() to install the window list filter to use when
processing data from the associated CCD.
10. pmTeRaw. s e tGeome try() copies the reported image information into its explnfo
instance, using expinfo.setGeometryQ.
11. setupRaw() configures one window filter for each process mode being used. It uses
fil terWindow.resetWindows() to reset the state of a particular filter, and filterlVindow.addWindowO to configure each clipping window in the filter.
12.0nce the mode has been configured, the scienceManager instructs the mode to
telemeter its parameter blocks, using smTimedExposure.dump'ParametersQ.
Once the parameter blocks have been posted to telemetry, the scienceManager
queries the mode if a bias computation is needed, using
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smTimedExposure.requiresBia.sO- Bias computations are not required for raw
mode processing, so smTimedExposure indicates that no bias computation is
needed.
13. The sci enceManager tells the mode to start clocking, acquiring and processing
images using smTimedExposure.processDataO14. processData() starts the Front End raw-mode processing functions using
fepManager.invokeDataProcess().
15. processData() then tells the DEA to start clocking out images, using
deaManagrer.invokeSequencer(), which reports the value of the starting micro
second science timestamp.
16. processData() distributes the timestamp to each process mode instance using
distributeRunInfo().
17. distributeRunInf o() sets the timestamp of the most recent bias computation
using pjnTeRaw.setTimeBiasO, and the current starting timestamp using
pmTeRaw. setTimeData().
18. processData() then enters its data processing loop, which terminates when the run
is stopped. At the top of the loop, processData() calls waitForData() to wait for
science data to arrive from one or more of the Front End Processors.
19. waitForData() calls the scienceManager to wait for the event using
scienceManager.waitForEvent().
20. Later, once data becomes available, the fepManage.r notifies the
scienceManager that data is ready using scienceManager.notify(). As a
result of the notification, scienceManager.waitForEvent() wakes up and
returns to smTimedExposure.processDataO
21. processData() calls readProcessRecords() to read records and process data
records from the FEPs.
22. readProcessRecords() calls fepManager.r eadRecordO to read one record
from one of the Front End Processors.
23. readProcessRecords() then identifies which FEP produced the data, and feeds a
record to the corresponding process mode instance using
pmTeRa w.processRecordO.
24. When processRecord() detects a start of exposure record (FEPexpRec), it copies
the relevant information using explnfo.copyExpStart.
25. When processRecord() detects a raw data record (FEPeventRecRaw), it starts
constructing a complete raw row record from a series of FEP to BEP records. Subse
quent calls to processRecord() append the record data to the partial row record until the
record is complete. Once the record is complete, processRecord() processes the
completed record using digestRawRecord() (not shown). It establishes a
PixelRow instance, and associates the record using pixe2Row.attachData().
26. attachData() uses the explnfo structure to map the image row coordinates into
absolute CCD coordinates using expJnfo.mapPositionQ.
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27. pmTeRawthen filters the row using fi 1 terWindow.f i 11erRow().
28. f ilterRow() uses pixelRow.getRaxigeQ to find the position limits of the raw
pixels, and, if needed, discards regions of the row using
pixelRow.discardRegionQ.
29. pjnTeJ?aw.digestRawRecord() checks its data telemetry object, dataTlm, to see
if it has a telemetry buffer (not shown). If not, pmTeRaw asks its science mode to wait
for and allocate a telemetry packet buffer, by passing da taTlm to
smTimedExposure.wai tFor Pkt().
30. waitForPkt() tells the passed telemetry object to wait for and allocate a packet.
Whenever the time-out expires, waitForPkt() checks the science manager for cer
tain pending events, such as task monitor queries, using
sci enceManager.reques tEvent(), responds to the requests, and retries to obtain
a telemetry packet buffer.
31.Once dataTlm has a buffer, pmTeRaw.digestRawRecord() sets the header infor
mation in the packet, and compresses the data directly into the packet buffer’s data area
using rawHuffman.paclzDataQ.
32.0nce the da taTlm's buffer is full, or the maximum number of rows have been packed
into the buffer, digestRawRecord() posts the telemetry objects’s buffer to teleme
try using dataTlmpostQ.
33. When processRecord() detects the end of an exposure (FEPexpEndRec), it cop
ies the relevant information using expin fo.c opyExpEnd(), and invokes
f inishExposure() (not shown).
34. f inishExposure() then establishes an exposure record telemetry object,
exposureTlm, and obtains a telemetry packet buffer for the record. It then fills the
exposure record header and tells the object to post its telemetry buffer for transfer,
using exposureTlm.post().
35. Later, when a command is received to stop the run, the scienceManager's binding
function tells the mode to stop the current run, using
smTimedExposure.requestStopQ. Then, requestStop() sets an internal flag
and notifies the task that a stop has been requested.
36.1f smTimedExpousre.pr ocessDataQ has called waitForData() to wait for
data to arrive, the wait call aborts to allow processData to respond to the stop
request. smTimedExposure.processDataQ's loop detects the stop request in the
internal flag, and tells the FEPs to finish up processing, using
fepManager.terminateProcess(). It then continues its processing loop, waiting
for and handling FEP data records, until the FEPs report that they are done (not shown).
Once the FEPs have finished producing data, and all of the data records have been con
sumed, processData() stops the DEA sequencers using
deaManager.stopSequencer() (not shown).
37.0nce processData() returns, scienceManager instructs the mode to cleanup
from the run, using smTimedExposure.terminateQ.
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32.4.2 Use 2: Timed Exposure Histogram Mode Data Processing
Figure 149 illustrates the overall steps involved in configuring and running Timed Expo
sure Mode, producing histograms of raw pixel pulse heights. Some of the setup and pro
cessing details are the same as those described for Raw Mode processing (see
Section 32.4.1) and are omitted from the diagram and description.
FIGURE 149. Timed Exposure Raw Histogram Mode

1. The scienceManager object sets up for a Timed Exposure Science Run, calling
smTimedExposure.activateParametersO and
smTimedExposure. setup().
2. smTimedExposure.setupQ calls setupDea(), setupFep, and
setupProcess() to configure the hardware and the internal structures for the run.
setupProcess() determines that Histogram processing was selected and calls
setupHist() (not shown), which selects the set of PmTeHist instances and config
ures each instance.
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3. scienceManager initiates a parameter dump, using
smTimedExposure.dumpParametersQ. scienceManager determines if a
bias computation is needed by calling smTimedExposure.requiresBias().
Assume for this example that a bias computation is not required.
4. The scienceManager starts data processing, calling
smTimedExposure.processDataQ.
5. smTimedExposure.processDataQ starts data processing on each of the config
ured FEPs using fepManager.invokeDataProcess().
6. It then starts the sequencers using deaManager.invokeSequencer(), and stores
the science microsecond timestamp as the start time of the data processing run.
7. processData() then waits for data to arrive from the FEPs using waitForData().
8. waitForData() calls the scienceManager to wait for the event using
scienceManager.waitForEvent().
9. Once data arrives, processData() reads one record from one of the FEPs using
fepManager.readRecordQ.
10. processData() then passes the record to pmTeHist.processRecord() to be
processed.
11. Whenever processRecord() reads an Exposure Start Record (FEPexpRec), it
passes it to expJnfo.copyExpStart() to extract exposure information, such as the
overclock values used for the reported exposure.
12. When processRecord() reads a Histogram Event Data Record
(FEPeventRecHist), it copies the header information from the record using
; phHistogram.copyHeaderQ. Then proceeds to accumulate and store bin data as it
arrives from subsequent records from the FEP.
13. For each data packet it creates, pmTeHis t stores the starting bin number into the
telemetry packet buffer. It the adds the bin values directly into the telemetry buffer.
Whenever a buffer becomes full, or when the histogram for one of the quadrants has
been completed, pmTeHis t posts the data packet buffer to telemetry using
dataTlm.postQ.
14.0nce the histogram from a quadrant has been posted, pmTeHis t forms a histogram
record telemetry packet buffer, fills in the packet information and posts it to telemetry
using exposureTlmpostQ.
15.Eventually, the scienceManager instructs the mode to stop the run, using
smTimedExposure.requestStopQ. Once the FEPs have completed the last his
togram, and their data have been posted for transfer, the sci enceManager tells the
mode to cleanup from the run, using smTimedExposure.terminate() (not
shown).
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t

32.4.3 Use 3: Timed Exposure Faint Mode 3x3 Event Data Processing
Figure 150 illustrates the overall steps involved in configuring and running Timed Expo
sure Mode, producing Faint Mode 3x3 event lists. Some of the setup and processing
details are the same as those described for Raw Mode processing (see Section 32.4.1) and
are omitted from the diagram and description. All of the other event processing modes
have the same overall structure, and their descriptions refer to this mode.
EKHIREJL50. Timed Exposure Faint 3x3 Event Mode

1. The scienceManager object sets up for a Timed Exposure Science Run, calling
smTimedExposure.activateParametersQ and
smTimedExposure. setupQ.
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2. smTimedExposure.setupQ calls setupDea(), setupFep, and
setupProcess() to configure the hardware and the internal structures for the run.
3. setupProcess() determines that Faint Mode 3x3 Event processing was selected and
calls setupFaint3x3(), which selects the set of PmTeFaint3x3 instances, and
calls setupEventProcess() to configure each instance. setupEventProcess()
configures a set of pulse height, window and grade filters using setupPhFilter(),
setupWindowFilter(), and setupGradeFilter() respectively.
4. setupEventProcess() configures each pmTeFaint3x3 object, installing the
instance’s pulse height, window and grade filters using setPhFilter(),
setWindowFilter(), and setGradeFilter() respectively.
setupEventProcess() then installs the process mode into its array of pointers (not
shown).
5. scienceManager initiates a parameter dump, using
smTimedExposur e.d.vmp'ParametersQ. scienceManager determines if a
bias computation is needed by calling smTimedExposure.requiresBiasQ.
Assume for this example that the parameter block mandates a bias computation. Upon
determining that a bias computation is needed, the sci enceManager starts the bias
computations using smTimedExposure.computeBias().
6. smTimedExposure.computeBiasQ starts the bias computation process on each
of the configured Front Ends, using fepManager.invokeBiasProcess().
7. Once the FEPs are ready to receive images, computeBias() starts the DEA sequenc
ers, using deaManager.invokeSequencer(), storing the returned science micro
second timestamp as the start time of the most recent bias computation.
8. computeBias() then waits for the bias computations to complete on all of the FEPs,
using waitForBias().
9. waitForBias() uses the sci enceManager.wai t For Event () to block until the
bias computations complete. Later, once all of the active FEPs have completed their
bias computations, the fepManager notifies the scienceManager (not shown).
After the bias computations have completed, computeBias() shuts down the
sequencers using deaATanager.stopSequencer().
10. The scienceManager then overwrites the pixel bias values corresponding to bad
pixels and columns using smTimedExposure.loadBa6M.apsO. Once the maps are
loaded, the scienceManager starts data processing, calling
smTimedExposure.processDataQ.
H.smTimedExposure.processDataQ starts data processing on each of the config
ured FEPs using fepAfanager.invokeDataProcess(). It then starts the sequenc
ers using deaManager.invokeSequencer() (not shown), and stores the science
microsecond timestamp as the start time of the data processing run.
12. processData() then sets the start times within each of the process modes, using
pmTeFaint3x3. setTimeBias() and pmTeFaint3x3. setTimeData().
13. processData() then waits for data to arrive from the FEPs using waitForDataQ.
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14.0nce data arrives, processData() reads one or more records from one of the FEPs
using fepManager.r e&dRecordQ.
15. Whenever processRecord() reads an Exposure Start Record (FEPexpRec), it
passes it to expTnfo.copyExpStart() to extract exposure information, such as the
overclock values used for the reported exposure.
16. When processRecord() reads a 3x3 Event Data Record (FEPeventRec3x3), it
forms a temporary Pixel3x3 instance, and loads it with the data record, using
pixel3x3.attachData().
17. attachData() maps the image row and column position into absolute CCD coordi
nates, using expJnfo.mapPosition(). It then, for each of the three pixel columns
of the event, loads the exposure overclock information, using
expJirfo.getOverclockDeltaO, and loads the configured split threshold levels
using expJrrfo.getSplitThresholdsO.
18. attachData() then computes the event’s pulse height and grade using
computePhGrade(). For each pixel, computePhGrade() uses
correctPixelPh() to determine the corrected pulse height of a pixel, based on the
raw pixel pulse height, pixel bias level and overclock level. computePhGrade() then
uses gradeEdgePixel() to compare the corrected value against the split threshold.
If the value is greater than or equal to its column’s split threshold, it sets the pixel’s
grade bit in the grade code and adds its pulse height to the current sum for the event. It
then sets flags indicating that the adjacent comer pixels are permitted to contribute to
the pulse height of the event. Once the edge pixels have been evaluated,
computePhGrade() uses gradeCornerPixel() to process each comer pixel of
the 3x3 event. gradeCornerPixel() compares the pixel’s corrected pulse height to
its split threshold. If it is greater than or equal to the split threshold, it sets the pixel’s
grade bit in the grade code. It then determines if the comer pixel is adjacent to an edge
pixel above split threshold. If so, it adds the comer pixel’s corrected pulse height to the
total energy of the event. If not, although the pixel’s grade bit may be set, the comer
pixel’s pulse height is not added to the total energy.
19. pmTeFaint 3x3.processRecordQ then calls
pmTeFain t3x3.f ilterEvent() (not shown) to ran the event through its filter set.
f ilterEvent() determines if the event should be telemetered based on its pulse
height using fil terPh.£ilterEvent().
20. filterPh.f i 11erEvent() queries the computed pulse height of the event using
pixel3x3.getPulseHeight(), and compares the value with its configured limits.
If the pulse height is within its limits, the event is accepted. If not, the event is rejected.
21.If the pulse height filter accepts the event, pmTeFain t3x3.f ilterEvent() calls
fil terWindow.f ilterEvent() to test the event against the configured 2-D win
dows.
22. fil terWindow.f ilterEvent() uses pixel 3x3.getCcdPosition() to obtain
the CCD row and column of the center of the event. It then checks the position against
each of its configured windows. If the event is within the bounds of one of its windows,
it checks the sample counter for the window against the window’s limit, and increments
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the counter. If the limit is 0, or if the counter is at the configured limit,
fil terWindow.f ilterEvent() gets the pulse height of the event using
pixel3x3.getPulseHeight() and resets the counter. If the pulse height is within
the bounds of the event, the event is accepted for further processing. If either the sam
ple counter has not reached its limit, or if the pulse height of the event is outside the
bounds configured for the window, the event is rejected.
23.1f the window filter accepts the event, pmTeFaint3x3.f ilterEvent() calls
fil terGrade.f ilterEvent() to test the event’s grade against the set of accepted
grades.
24. fil terGrade.f ilterEvent() calls pixel3x3. getGrade() to obtain the com
puted grade code of the event. If the code is in the filters list of accepted grades, the
event is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
25.1f the event is accepted by all of the event filters, processRecord() calls sendEvent() (not shown) to add the event to its data packet buffer. sendEvent() checks
the state of its data telemetry object, dataTlm. If it does not have a telemetry packet
buffer, sendEvent() obtains the packet buffer (not described), and sets the packet’s
data header information. It then tells the packet to pack the event into its data area,
using dataTlm.append_Event().
26. sendEvent() determines if the packet’s buffer becomes full using
dataTlm. isFull(). If the packet becomes full, it posts the packet’s data to teleme
try using dataT2m.post().
27.When processRecord() receives an End of Exposure record (FEPexpEndRec), it
uses expin fo.c opyExpEnd() (not shown) to extract the ending exposure informa
tion from the record. It then establishes an exposure record telemetry object, waiting
for and allocating a telemetry packet buffer (not shown). Once the object has a buffer, it
stores the exposure header information into the packet buffer. Once the exposure record
is complete, its telemetry packet buffer is posted for transfer to telemetry using
expos ure Tim.po s t ().
28. Eventually, the scienceManager instructs the mode to stop the run, using
smTimedExposure.requestStopQ. Once the FEPs have completed the last
exposure, and their data have been posted for transfer, the sci enceManager tells the
mode to cleanup from the run, using smTimedExposure. terminateQ.
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32.4.4 Use 4: Timed Exposure Faint Mode 3x3 with Bias Data Processing
The overall operation of this data processing mode is identical to that used by Faint 3x3
Mode (see Section 32.4.3), except that a PmTeFaintBias3x3 instance is used, the
telemetry packet formats are slightly different, and the sendEvent() member function of
PmTeFaintBias3x3 adds event bias information to the data telemetry packet, which is
not present in Faint Mode.
32.4.5 Use 5: Timed Exposure Graded Mode Data Processing
The overall operation of this data processing mode is identical to that used by Faint 3x3
Mode (see Section 32.4.3), except that a PmTeGraded instance is used, the telemetry
packet formats are slightly different, and the sendEvent() member function of
PmTeGraded sends event amplitude, grade, and comer pulse height sums instead of the
raw pixel pulse heights sent by Faint Mode.
32.4.6 Use 6: Continuous Clocking Raw Mode Data Processing
The overall operation of Continuous Clocking Raw Mode is identical to that used by
Timed Exposure Raw Mode (see Section 32.4.1), except that pramCc is used to configure
the sequencers PRAM, a PmCcRaw instance is used to process the raw data, and the lowlevel details of the setup functions are slightly different, given the different nature of the
parameter blocks, CCD data, and telemetry formats.
32.4.7 Use 7: Continuous Clocking Faint Mode 1x3 Event Data Processing
The overall operation of this data processing mode is identical to that used by Timed
Exposure Faint 3x3 Mode (see Section 32.4.3), except the mode used is
SmContClocking, a PmCcFaintlx3 instance is used, a Pixellx3 class is used to
represent the data instead of a Pixel3x3 class, the telemetry packet formats are slightly
different, and the sendEvent() member function of PmCcFaintlx3 produces 1x3
pixel pulse height data instead of 3x3 event data.
32.4.8 Use 8: Continuous Clocking Graded Mode Data Processing
The overall operation of this data processing mode is identical to that used by Timed
Exposure Faint 3x3 Mode (see Section 32.4.3), except the mode used is
SmContClocking, a PmCcGraded instance is used, a Pixellx3 class is used to rep
resent the data instead of a Pixel3x3 class, the telemetry packet formats are slightly dif
ferent, and the sendEvent() member function of PmCcGraded produces events
represented by a event amplitude, and a 2-bit grade code.
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32.5 Class EventExposure
Documentation:
This class maintains exposure and some science run geometry information,
including the scale factors resulting from on-chip pixel summing, the row
offset used for sub-array readout, the configured split threshold values, the
delta overclock values produced by the FEPs, etc.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

none

Implementation Uses:
FEPexpEndRec
FEPexpRec
Public Interface:
Operations:

copyExpEnd ()
copyExpStart()
getExposureNumber()
getGeometry()
getOverclockBase()
getOverclockDelta()
getQuadrant()
getSplitThreshhold()
getThresholdCnt()
mapPosition()
setGeometry()
setSplitThreshold()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned grmul: This contains a copy of the row scale factor sup
plied by setGeometry. This factor is the result of on-chip pixel row
summing.
unsigned gcmul: This is a copy of the column scale factor supplied
by setGeometry. This factor is the result of on-chip pixel column
summing.
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unsigned groff: This is a copy of the CCD row offset, supplied by
setGeometry. This factor is a result of sub-array readout clocking of
the CCD.
Boolean gcpQuad: This flag indicates whether or not to replicate the
quadrant overclock values supplied by the FEP. If setGeometry indi
cates use of all four output nodes, this value is BoolFalse. If it indi
cates use of only two output nodes, this flag is set to BoolTrue, and
overclock 0 reported by the FEP is copied into slots for nodes A and B,
and overclock 1 is copied into slots for nodes C and D.
unsigned spli t[]: This array contains the configured split thresholds
for the run.
unsigned expNunv. This variable contains the last reported exposure
number.
unsigned expOcBase[]: This array contains the base overclock val
ues for the run, reported from the FEP.
int expOcDel ta[]: This array contains the last reported delta-over
clock values, reported from the FEP.
unsigned expFepTime: This variable contains the last reported FEP
timestamp value
unsigned expThresholdCnt: This variable contains the count of
pixels above threshold last reported by the FEP.
Concurrency.

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.5.1 copyExpEnd()
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const FEPexpEndRec* dataptr
Documentation:
This function copies the number of pixels which were above threshold in the
completed exposure, from the FEP produced Exposure End record into
expThresholdCnt. The passed dataptr points to the FEP produced
Exposure End record.
Preconditions:
If exposure start record has not yet been processed using copyExpStart,
or if expNum does not match the exposure number in the Exposure End
record, this function will report the occurrence to software housekeeping
(statistic codes TBD).
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.5.2 copyExpStartO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const FEPexpRec* dataptr
Documentation:
This function respectively copies the exposure number, overclock base val
ues, overclock delta values, and FEP timestamp, from the FEP-produced Ex
posure Start Record pointed to by dataptr, into expNum, expOcBase,
expOcDel ta, and expFepTime. If an exposure has been started, but an
End Record has not been processed, the occurrence is reported to software
housekeeping, and the uncompleted exposure’s information is overwritten.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.5.3 getExposureNumberO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the most recently reported exposure number, expNum.
An exposure start record must have been processed using copyExpS tar t,
otherwise this function returns the unlikely exposure number Oxffffffff.
Concurrencv:

Synchronous

32.5.4 getGeometryO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& rowscale
unsigned& colscale
unsigned& rowoffset
QuadModefi nodeSelect
Documentation:
This function returns the exposure geometry values. Upon return,
rowscale and colscale contain the row and column scaling factors,
rowoffset contains the CCD row offset, and nodeSelect contains the
output node mode selection (Full,Diag,AC,BD).
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.5.5 getOverclockBaseO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
QuadCode node
Documentation:
This function returns the overclock base value for the output node specified
by node. An exposure start record must have been processed via
copyExpStart, otherwise this function returns Oxffffffff.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

32.5.6 getOverclockDelta()
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

int

Arguments:
QuadCode node
Documentation:
This function returns the signed delta-overclock value computed for the
CCD output node indexed by node. An exposure start record must have
been received, otherwise this function returns 0x80000000.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.5.7 getQuadrantO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

QuadCode

Arguments:
unsigned pixcol
Documentation:
This function maps the pixel column, pixcol, to an output node and re
turns the node identifier.
Preconditions:
setGeometry must have been called.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

32.5.8 getSplitThreshhold()
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
QuadCode node
Documentation:
This function returns the split threshold associated with the output node,
node.
Preconditions:
setSplitThreshold must have been called.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.5.9 getThresholdCntO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the number of pixels above threshold in the last pro
cessed exposure. An exposure end must have been processed, using
copyExpEnd, otherwise this function returns Oxffffffff.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

32.5.10 mapPositionO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned pixrow
unsigned pixcol
unsignedfi ccdrow
unsigned& ccdcol
Documentation:
This function maps the clocked pixel position into CCD coordinates.

pixrow and pixcol are the clocked pixel row and column values. Upon
returning, this function sets ccdrow and ccdcol to the corresponding
CCD row and column position.
Preconditions:
setGeometry must have been called.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.5.11 setGeometryO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned rowscale
unsigned col scale
unsigned rowoffset
QuadMode quadMode
Documentation:
This function stores the run geometry information into this instance, and
uses quadMode to determine how to handle overclocks reported by the
FEP. rowscale and colscale are the row and column scale factors for
the run. rowoffset is the starting offset of the first row clocked out of the
CCD. quadMode is the quadrant selection for the run (Full, Diag, AC, or
BD).
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.5.12 setSplitThresholdO
Public member of:

EventExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned nodeA
unsigned nodeB
unsigned nodeC
unsigned nodeD
Documentation:
This function sets the split threshold for each of the CCD output nodes.
nodeA, nodeB, nodeC, and nodeD are the threshold values for nodes A,
B, C and D respectively. If only two nodes are in use for the run, the values
for A and C should be the same, and the values for B and D should be the
same.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.6 Class PhHistogram
Documentation:
This class represents a histogram of pulse heights from one Front End Pro
cessor. This class is used to access the histogram data during Back End data
processing and telemetry production.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

none

Public Uses:
FEPeventRecHist
Public Interface:
Operations:

copyHeader()
getExposureCount()
getExposureEnd()
getExposureStart()
getOverclockMax()
getOverclockMean()
getOverclockMin()
getOverclockVariance()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned ocMean [4]: This is a copy of the histogram's overclock
mean values.
unsigned ocMin [4]: This is a copy of the minimum overclock levels
from each quadrant.
unsigned ocVar [4]: This is a copy of the overclock variance levels
from each quadrant.
unsigned ocMax[4]: These are the maximum overclocks from each
quadrant.
unsigned expStart: This is the starting exposure number used to
compute the histogram.
unsigned expEnd: This is the number of the last exposure used to
build the histogram.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.6.1 copyHeaderO
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const FEPeventRecHist* record
QuadMode mode
Documentation:
This function copies the header information into its state variables from the
histogram record, record, mode indicates which quadrants were used to
build the histograms.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.6.2 getExposureCountO
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the number of exposures actually integrated in the his
togram.
NOTE: Currently, this information is not provided in the FEP to BEP histo
gram record, and this function returns 0. Either add the info to the record, or
add a function to set the configured count and assume all exposures were in
cluded.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.6.3 getExposureEnd()
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the exposure number of the last exposure added to the
histogram.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.6.4 getExposureStart()
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the exposure number of the first exposure accumulated
into the histogram.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.6.5 getOverclockMax()
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
QuadCode quadrant
Documentation:
This function returns the maximum overclock level detected from quadrant.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.6.6 getOverclockMeanO
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
QuadCode quadrant
Documentation:
This function returns the mean overclock level from quadrant.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.6.7 getOverclockMin()
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
QuadCode quadrant
Documentation:
This function returns the minimum overclock level detected from quadrant.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.6.8 getOverclockVarianceO
Public member of:

PhHistogram

Return Class:

unsigned

Areuments:
QuadCode quadrant
Documentation:
This function returns the variance of the overclocks from quadrant.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.7 Class PixelRow
Documentation:
This class represents a row of raw pixel pulse heights produced by one Front
End Processor. This class provides functions to load new pixel data, flag re
gions to be telemetered or discarded, and to access the pixels within the row.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

none

Implementation Uses:
EventExposure
Public Interface:
Operations:

acceptRegion()
attachData()
discardRegion()
getNextSendRegion()
getOverclockPtr()
getPixelPtr()
getRange()
setup()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

flagRegion()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned char sendMask[1024]: This is an array of flags indicating the filtered state of a given pixel in the row. Each entry corresponds to
one pixel. The codes for this array are not yet assigned, but will reflect at
least the following states: Pixel Accepted, Pixel Rejected.
FEPeventRecRaw* recPtr. This is a pointer to the raw data record.
unsigned ccdRow. This is the CCD row position of the raw pixels.
unsigned rmul: This is the row scale factor.
unsigned cmul: This is the column scaling factor.
unsigned maskLimi t: this is the scaled mask limit for the row.
unsigned subarrayStart: This is the starting CCD row number
for the image.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
I
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32.7.1 acceptRegionQ
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned mincol
unsigned maxcol
Documentation:
This function flags the pixels between mincol and maxcol to be sent to
telemetry, mincol and maxcol are expressed in CCD coordinates, round
ed up to the nearest clocked pixel. This function returns the number of af
fected pixels.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.7.2 attachData()
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const FEPeventRecRaw* dataptr
Documentation:
This function sets its internal data pointer to the raw record pointed to by
dataptr, extracts the row position, converts it to absolute CCD coordi
nates, and stores the position in ccdrow.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.7.3 discardRegionQ
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned mincol
unsigned maxcol
Documentation:
This function flags the CCD pixels from mincol to maxcol so they are
not sent into telemetry, mincol and maxcol are expressed in CCD coor
dinates. This function returns the number of affected pixels.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.7.4 flagRegionO
Protected member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned mincol
unsigned maxcol
unsigned char flag
Documentation:
This function stores flag into the sendMask[] array slots corresponding
to the CCD pixels from mincol to maxcol so they are not sent into telem
etry. mincol and maxcol are expressed in CCD coordinates. This func
tion returns the number of affected pixels.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.7.5 getNextSendRegionO
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& start
unsigned& count
Documentation:
This function obtains the next region of the pixel row which is to be sent to
telemetry. Upon calling the function, start is the pixel column position of
the last region returned by this function or sent, and coun t contains the pre
vious region’s length. If s tart and coun t are zero then this is the first call
for the row. Upon returning, start contains the next region of the row to
send and count contains the number of pixels to send in the region.
Semantics:
Adjust s tart by adding coun t. Scan sendMask until a non-discard code
is reached and set start to that point. Continue scanning until a discard
code is reached, and set count to the number of pixels in the region.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.7.6 getOvercIockPtrO
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

const unsigned short*

Documentation:
This function returns a pointer to the overclock pixels in the row (i.e. the ad
dress of recPtr->oc).
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.7.7 getPixelPtrQ
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

const unsigned short*

Arguments:
unsigned pixcol
Documentation:
This function returns a pointer to the pixels in the row starting from pixel
column pixcol (i.e. the address of recPtr->p\pixcol]).
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.7.8 getRangeO
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& row
unsignedft mincol
unsigned& maxcol
Documentation:
This function returns the CCD position of the row of raw pixels. It sets row
to the CCD row position of the pixels, and mincol and maxcol to the min
imum and maximum column positions represented by the array.
Concurrency:

Guarded
I
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32.7.9 setupO
Public member of:

PixelRow

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const EventExpo sure * exposure
Documentation:
This function sets up the pixel row, using the information in exposure.
Semantics:
Get the scaling factors, subarray start, and node selection using
exposuresgetGeometry(), storing the results in rmul, cmul,
subarrayStart and nodeSelect. The set the sendMask’s limit,
maskLimi t, by dividing the maximum number of columns in a row (al
ways 1024 for ACIS) by the column summing factor, cmul.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.8 Class PixelEvent
Documentation:
This abstract class represents an candidate X-ray event, and provides func
tions to obtain the position, the grade code and the pulse height of the event.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

none

Implementation Uses:
EventExposure
Public Interface:
Operations:

getCcdPosition()
getGrade()
getPulseHeight()

Protected Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned vPh: This variable contains the pulse height of the event.
GradeCode vGrade: This variable contains the grade of the event.
Operations:

setup()
correctPixelPh()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned ccdrow. This variable contains the event's row position, in
CCD-coordinates.
unsigned ccdcol: This value contains the column position of the
event, in CCD-coordinates.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.8.1 correctPixelPhO
Protected member of:

PixelEvent

Return Class:

int

Arguments:
unsigned pixelPh
unsigned biasPh
int del taOc
Documentation:
This function computes the corrected pixel pulse height. pixelPh is the
raw pixel pulse height, biasPh is the bias value associated with the pixel,
and del taOc is the delta overclock value associated with the pixel. If the
bias value is invalid, or if del taOc is too small, this function will return a
negative value.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

32.8.2 getCcdPosition()
Public member of:

PixelEvent

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& rowOu t
unsignedft colOut
Documentation:
This function returns the CCD pixel position of the center of the event.
rowOu t is the row (or continuous clocking row count) of the center of the
event, and colout is set to the column position of the center of the event.
If the mode was summing rows or columns, the position is scaled to CCD
coordinates, but represents the bottom-left comer of the summed pixel grid.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.8.3 getGradeQ
Public member of:

PixelEvent

Return Class:

GradeCode

Documentation:
This function returns the grade code of the 3x3 event.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

32.8.4 getPulseHeight()
Public member of:

PixelEvent

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function determines the total pulse height of a 3x3 event.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

32.8.5 setup()
Protected member of:

PixelEvent

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
const Exposure Info* exposure
unsigned pixrow
unsigned pixcol
Documentation:
This function resets the state of any data dependent internally computed val
ues. exposure points to an exposure record, used to map pixel addresses
into CCD positions, pixrow and pixcol are the row and column position
of the event in pixel coordinates.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.9 Class Pixellx3
Documentation:
This class represents a candidate event produced when in Continuous Clock
ing Mode, represented as a single row of three adjacent pixels. This class
provides functions to load new pixel data, to obtain the bias value associated
with a pixel within the event, and to obtain the uncorrected pulse-height of
a pixel within the event.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

PixelEvent

Public Uses:
EventExposure
FEPeventRec 1x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

attachData()
getBias()
getPixel()

|

Protected Interface:
Operations:

computePhGrade()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
const FEPeventRec 1x3 * dataPtn This is a pointer to the 1x3
event record associated with the instance via attachData().
unsigned pixcol: This is the pixel column position of the event.
unsigned pixrow. This is the pixel row position of the center of the
event, relative to the start of the 512 row continuous clocking data set.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.9.1 attachDataO
Public member of:

Pixellx3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FEPevent1x3* dataPtr
EventExposure* exposure
Documentation:
This function stores the reference to the FEP record pointed to by dataPtr.
This reference is used to obtain the position, pixel and bias information from
the FEP record.
Semantics:
The function uses the se tup() function to register the CCD row and column
position of the event. It then uses exposure->getQuadrant() to deter
mine which quadrant each column position belongs to, and then uses
exposure->getOverclockDelta() and
exposure->getSplitThreshold() to obtain the delta-overclock lev
els and split threshold levels for each column. The function then uses
computePhGrade() to compute and store the pulse height and spatial dis
tribution grade of the event, passing the overclock and threshold information
provided by exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.9.2 computePhGradeO
Protected member of:

Pixellx3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
int[3] doclk
unsigned[2] split
Documentation:
This function computes and stores the pulse height and spatial distribution
grade of the event, doclk are the delta-overclock values of the left, center,
and right columns of the event, spli t contains the split thresholds for the
left and right columns (center split threshold is not used for a 1x3 event).
Semantics:
This function zeros the vPh and vGrade instance variables. It then uses
PixelEvent::correctPixelPh() to get the corrected pulse height of
the center pixel and stores the result in vPh. It then uses
PixelEvent::correctPixelPh() to get the corrected pulse heights of
the left and right events, and compares each against their respective split
threshold. If they are greater than or equal to die split threshold, their cor
rected pulse height is added to vPh, and the grade bit corresponding to the
column is added to vGrade.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.9.3 getBiasQ
Public member of:

Pixellx3

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned column
Documentation:
This function returns the pixel bias value identified by column. The argu
ment column must have one of the following values: 0,1, or 2.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.9.4 getPixelO
Public member of:

Pixel1x3

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned column
Documentation:
This function returns the raw pixel pulse height value identified by col umn.
column must have one of the following values: 0,1, or 2.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.10 Class Pixel3x3
Documentation:
This class represents a 3x3 event, produced by a Front End Processor in
Timed Exposure Mode. This class provides functions to load new pixel data,
to obtain the bias value associated with a pixel within the event, and to obtain
the uncorrected pulse-height of a pixel within the event.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

n

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

PixelEvent

Public Uses:
FEPeventRec3x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

attachData()
getBias()
getPixel()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

computePhGrade()
gradeCornerPixel()
gradeEdgePixel()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:.
const FEPeventRec3x3* dataPtr: This is a pointer to the 3x3
event record associated with the instance via attachData().
unsigned pixrow. This is the pixel row of the center of the event.
unsigned pixcol: This is the pixel column of the center of the event.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.10.1 attachDataO
Public member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FEPeventRecord3x3 * da tap tr
EventExposure* exposure
Documentation:
This function copies the event information contained in the record pointed
to by dataptr, and computes the CCD position of the event, the pulse
height of the event, and the event grade, using geometry, overclock and
threshold information provided by exposure.
Semantics:

.

The function uses the setup() function to register the CCD row and column
position of the event. It then uses exposure->getQuadrant() to determine which quadrant each column position belongs to, and then uses
exposure->getOverclockDelta() and
exposure->getSplitThreshold() to obtain the delta-overclock lev
els and split threshold levels for each column. The function then uses
computePhGradeO to compute and store the pulse height and spatial dis
tribution grade of the event, passing the overclock and threshold information
provided by exposure.

Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.10.2 computePhGradeO
Protected member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
int[3] doclk
unsigned[2] split
Documentation:
This function computes the pulse height and grade of the 3x3 event, doclk
contains the delta-overclock values for the left, center, and right columns of
the event, spli t contains the split threshold values for the corresponding
columns.
Semantics:
Zeros the grade, PixelEvent:: vGrade, set the pulse height,
PixelEvent:: vPh, to the corrected pulse height of the center pixel
(PixelEvent::computePixelPh()). Compute the corrected pulse
heights for each of the edge pixels and process the result using
gradeEdgePixel(). Then compute the corrected pulse heights for each
of the comer pixels and figure their contribution using
gradeCornerPixel().
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.10.3 getBiasQ
Public member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned row
unsigned col
Documentation:
This function returns the pixel bias located at [row][col], where row and
col are either 0,1 or 2.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.10.4 getPixelO
Public member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

unsigned

Arguments:
unsigned row
unsigned col
Documentation:
This function returns the pulse height of the pixel located at [row][col],
where row and col are either 0,1 or 2.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.10.5 gradeCoraerPixelO
Protected member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
int corrected
unsigned threshold
unsigned gradeBi t
Boolean phEnabl ed
Documentation:
This function compares the corrected pixel pulse height, corrected, with
the split threshold, threshold. If corrected is greater than
threshold, the function sets the bit indexed by gradeBi t, into the
event's grade code, PixelEvent::vGrade. Also, if phEnabled is
Bool True (i.e. an adjacent edge pixel is also above split threshold), it adds
the corrected pulse height to the total pulse height of the event,
PixelEvent:: vPh.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.10.6 gradeEdgePixel()
Protected member of:

Pixel3x3

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
int corrected
unsigned threshold
unsigned gradeBi t
Boolean& cornerl
Boolean* corner2
Documentation:
This function compares the corrected pixel pulse height, corrected,
against the split threshold, threshol d. If corrected is greater than or equal
to threshold, the function sets the bit, indexed by gradeBi t, in the
event’s grade code, PixelEvent::vGrade, adds the corrected pulse
height to the total for the event, PixelEvent:: vPh, and sets the two comer
pixel flags, cornerl and corner2, to BoolTrue, indicating that either
pixel may be considered as part of the event.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.11 Class Filter
Documentation:
This class is an abstract class which represents a data filter residing on the
Back End Processor. This class provides functions to accept and reject data
items, and to maintain counts of the accepted and rejected items.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

none

Public Interface:
Operations:

accept()
getAcceptCnt()
getDiscardCnt()
reject()
resetCounters()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned accepted: This variable contains the number of items
accepted by the filter since the most recent call to resetCounters.
This counter is zeroed by resetCounters, typically once per expo
sure, and advanced during exposure processing by calls to accept.
unsigned rejected: This variable contains the number of items
rejected by the filter since the most recent call to resetCounters.
This counter is zeroed by resetCounters, typically once per expo
sure, and is advanced during exposure processing by calls to re j ect.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.11.1 acceptQ
Public member of:

Filter

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned cnt
Documentation:
This function increments the filter's accept counter by an amount specified
by cnt.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.11.2 getAcceptCntO
Public member of:

Filter

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the number of events accepted by the filter since the
most recent call to resetCounters.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.11.3 getDiscardCntO
Public member of:

Filter

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the number of items rejected by the filter since the most
recent call to resetCounters.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.11.4 rejectQ
Public member of:

Filter

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned cnt
Documentation:
This function increments the filter's discard counter by the amount specified
by cnt.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.11.5 resetCountersO
Public member of:

Filter

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function resets the data element accept and reject counters to 0.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.12 Class FilterWindow
Documentation:
This class is responsible for filtering events and raw-mode pixel rows based
on a collection of windows. This class provides functions to configure a new
set of windows, to filter a row of raw pixel data based on the configured win
dows, and to filter an event on the configured windows.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

6

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

Filter

Public Uses:
PixelEvent
PixelRow
Public Interface:
Operations:

addWindow()
filterEvent()
filterRow()
resetWindows()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Windowlnfo windows[36]: This is an array of window definition
structures. Each structure specifies the bounding box of a 2-D window,
the sample limit and pulse height range for the window, and the current
sample counter for the window. Each Windowlnfo structure contains
the following fields:
unsigned minRow. Minimum row position of the window
unsigned maxRovr. Maximum row position of window
unsigned minCol: Minimum column position of window
unsigned maxCol: Maximum column position of window
FilterPh phFilter. Pulse height filter used by window
unsigned sample: Sample limit of window
unsigned eventCnt: Number of events currently in sample cycle

unsigned windowCnt: This variable specifies the number of win
dows being used for the filter.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.12.1 addWindowO
Public member of:

FilterWindow

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned minRow
unsigned minCol
unsigned nrows
unsigned ncols
unsigned sample
unsigned lowerPh
unsigned phRange
Documentation:
This function adds a window to the filter set. minRow is the minimum CCD
row position covered by the window, and minCol is the minimum CCD
column covered, nrows is the total number of CCD rows covered by the
window, and ncols is the number of columns. (NOTE: To configure a 1-d
window, set minRowto 0 and nrows to 1024. If nrows or ncols is 0,
then the window will not process any events. If nrows or ncols is greater
than 1024, the offending value will be clipped, and set to 1024). sampl e is
the number of events to skip for each event produced by the window.
lowerPh is the lowest event pulse height accepted by the window, and
phRange is the number of pulse heights above lowerPh accepted by the
window (i.e. an event must have pulse height greater than or equal to
lowerPh and less than lowerPh + phRange). (NOTE: If phRange is
0, or 2 owerPh is greater than the maximum event pulse height (~73K), then
all intersecting events will be rejected by the window).This function copies
this information into the windows element indexed by windowCnt, and
increments windowCnt. If there are no WindowXnf o structures remain
ing at the time of the call, this function returns BoolFalse, otherwise it re
turns BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.12.2 resetWindowsO
Public member of:

FilterWindow

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function resets the windowCnt index to 0, eliminating all windows
added by addWindow().
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.12.3 filterEventO
Public member of:

FilterWindow

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelEvent& event
Documentation:
This function filters the pixel event referenced by even t. If the event is ac
cepted for further processing, this function returns BoolTrue. If the event
is rejected, the function returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Get the position and pulse height of the event using
event.getCcdPosition() and event.getPulseHeight(). For
each window in windows[] (up to windowCnt), compare the position to
the row and column ranges of the window. If the position is not within the
limits of the window, check the next window. If no window handles the
event, accept the event. If the position is within a window’s limits, check the
sample counter of the window. If the counter is at its limit, check the pulse
height range of the window against the event. If the pulse height is in range,
accept the event, and increment the sample counter. If the sample counter is
not at its limit, or the pulse height is not within the acceptable range, reject
the event.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.12.4 filterRowO
Public member of:

FilterWindow

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelRow& pixelRow
Documentation:
This function filters and clips the row of raw pixel pulse heights, referenced
by pixelRow.
Semantics:
Initially, all pixels in pixelRow should be flagged to be sent to telemetry.
For every window, working backwards in the windows[] array, determine
the intersection of the row of pixels with a given window. If the row inter
sects the window, use the window’s configured sample limit to determine if
the window accepts or rejects the intersecting region. If the sample limit is
not 0, then use pixelRow.re j ectRegion() to flag the intersecting pix
els to be clipped out of the final telemetered image. If the sample limit is 0,
then use pixelRow.accep tRegion() to flag the intersecting pixels to be
sent. Subsequent windows may or may not override certain pixel flags with
subsequent calls to acceptRegion() or discardRegion(). The last
window which touches a given pixel determines the final send/don’t send
decision of that pixel.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.13 Class FilterGrade
Documentation:
This class is responsible for filtering events based on their grade code. This
class handles grade codes which can range from 0 to 255. This range encom
passes both Timed Exposure and Continuous Clocking grade code ranges
and is used for both modes.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

6

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

Filter

Public Uses:
PixelEvent
Public Interface:
Operations:

al low ()
disableAll()
filterEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Boolean grades[256]: This array contains one element for each pos
sible grade code (in a 3x3 event), and is indexed by grade code. If an ele
ment is BoolFalse, then events with the corresponding grade code are
to be rejected. If the element is Bool True, then the event is accepted for
further processing.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.13.1 allowO
Public member of:

FilterGrade

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
GradeCode code
Documentation:
This function causes the filter to accept events with the grade code specified
by code (i.e. sets grade[code] to BoolTrue).
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.13.2 disableAUO
Public member of:

FilterGrade

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function causes all grade codes to be rejected (i.e. sets the contents of
the grade array to BoolFalse).
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.13.3 filterEventO
Public member of:

FilterGrade

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelEventfc event
Documentation:
This function filters an event based on its grade code. The function calls
even t.getGrade() to obtain the grade code of the event. If the indexed
flag in srrade[] is BoolTrue, the event is accepted and the function re
turns BoolTrue, else it is rejected and the function returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.14 Class FilterPh
Documentation:
This class is responsible for filtering events based on their total pulse height.
This class provides functions to configure the pulse height limits of the filter,
and to filter events based on the configured limits.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

Filter

Public Uses:
PixelEvent
Public Interface:
Operations:

f i 11 erEvent ()
setLimits()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned lowerLimi t: This is the lowest event pulse height
accepted by the filter.
unsigned upperLimi t: This is the largest event pulse height
accepted by the filter.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.14.1 filterEventQ
Public member of:

FilterPh

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelEvent& event
Documentation:
This function filters the pixel event, indicated by event, based on its total
pulse height. If the event's pulse height is outside the configured limits of the
filter, the event is rejected, and this function returns BoolFalse. If the
event's pulse height is within the filter's limits, the event is accepted, and the
function returns BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.14.2 setLimits()
Public member of:

FilterPh

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned lowerBound
unsigned range
Documentation:
This function sets the lower and upper pulse height limits of the filter. Events
whose energy is greater than or equal to lowerBound, and less than
lowerBound + range are accepted. All others are rejected.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15 Class PmEvent
Documentation:
This class represents a generic event processor, whose responsibility is to
parse records produced by a FEP, and produce data packets and exposure
records. This class implements common functions used by all event proces
sor types.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

n

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

ProcessMode

Implementation Uses:
FEPexpRec
FEPexpEndRec
FEPerrorRec
Tf_Record_Event
Public Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
processRecord()
setGradeFilter()
setPhFilter()
setWindowFilter()
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Protected Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
FilterPh* phFil ten. This is a pointer to the pulse-height filter for
the event processor. It is installed by the client using setPhFilter,
and is configured directly by the client when setting up the science run.
FilterWindow* windowFil ten This is a pointer to the window
list filter for this event processor. It is installed by the client using
setWindowFilter, and is configured directly by the client when set
ting up the science run.
FilterGrade* gradeFil ten. This is a pointer to the event grade
filter for the event processor. It is set by the client using
setGradeFilter, and is configured directly by the client code.
Operations:

digestBiasError ()
filterEvent()
incEventCnt()
setupExposureRecord()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
unsigned pari tyErrCnt: This variable contains the total number of
bias map parity errors since the start of the run. This count is set to zero at
the start of the run, and is advanced by calls to digestBiasError.
unsigned pa ckedEvents: This variable contains the total number of
events sent by this exposure. This counter is advanced by calls to
incEventCnt.
Tf_Data_Bias_Error biasErrForm: This is a bias error teleme
try packet form responsible for sending bias map parity errors to teleme
try.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.15.1 digestBiasError()
Protected member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
FEPerrorRec* record
Documentation:
This function handles a bias error record produced by the FEP. record
points to copy of the bias error record. If successful, this function returns
BoolTrue. If the mode is aborted, or an error occurs, the function returns

BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If biasErrForm does not have a buffer, use waitForPkt() to obtain a
telemetry packet buffer for the error. Once a buffer is obtained, store the start
time, parameter block id and CCD and FEP ids into the buffer. Append the
error row and column to the buffer using
jbiasBrrForm.append_Error(). If the buffer is full, post it to telemetry
using biasErrForm.postQ.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15.2 filterEventO
Protected member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelEvent & event
Documentation:
This function runs event through the process mode's collection of event
filters. If the event is accepted by the filter set, the function returns
BoolTrue. If the event has been rejected, it returns BoolFalse.
Preconditions:
phFil ter, windowFil ter and gradeFil ter must be configured
and ready to process data.
Semantics:
Apply event to phFil ter. If accepted, try windowFil ter. If still ac
cepted, try gradeFil ter. Return BoolTrue if all filters accept the
event, and BoolFalse if any of the filters reject the event.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.15.3 finishExposure()
Public member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This is an abstract function which must be implemented by each subclass.
The function must complete the current exposure, given the mode imple
menting the function. If successful, the function returns BoolTrue. If the
run is aborted, or has a fatal error, the function returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency.

Guarded
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32.15.4 incEventCntO
Protected member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function increments the telemetered event count for the exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15.5 processRecordO

I

Public member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record[32]

I

Documentation:
This function parses the FEP-produced record contained within record.
Typically, subclasses of this class overloads processRecord, handling
their own record types and calling this function only if the subclass does not
recognize the record type. For example, PmTeFaint3x3’s
processRecord function will handle FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3 record
type tags, but pass all other record types to this function. This function rec
ognizes the following record type tags:
FEP_EXPOSURE_REC (FEPexpRec)
FEP_EXPOSURE_END_REC (FEPexpEndRec)
FEP_ERR_REC (FEPerrRec)
TBD: FEP_FID REC
Semantics:
If the record type is FEP_EXPOSURE_REC, copy the record information
into the exposure information instance using
expJnfo.copyExpStart(). Zero packedEvents and
pari tyErrors, and use phFil ter.resetCnt(),
windowFil ter.resetCnt(), and gradeFil ter.resetCnt() to re
set the filter counters.
If the record type is FEP_EXPO S URE_END_REC, use
expin fo.c opyExpEnd() to load exposure end information into the in
stance. If biasErrForm has data, post it to telemetry using
biasErrForm.postQ. Then use f inishExposure() to post the expo
sure record and perform processing mode specific cleanup actions.
If the record type is FEP_ERR_REC, use diges tBiasError() to add the
bias map parity error the information to the current bias error data telemetry
packet.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15.6 setGradeFilterO
Public member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FilterGrade* grade fil t
Documentation:
This function assigns the grade filter, grade fil t, to this process instance.
If grade fil t is 0, no grade filtering is done by this instance.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.15.7 setPhFilterO
Public member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FilterPh* phfilt
Documentation:
This function sets the pulse height filter, phfil t, for use by this instance.
If ph fil t is 0, then no global pulse height filtering is done by this instance.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15.8 setWindowFilterO
Public member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FilterWindow* windowfilt
Documentation:
This function sets the window filter, windowfil t, to this instance. If
windowfilt is 0, then this instance performs no window filtering.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.15.9 setupExposureRecordO
Protected member of:

PmEvent

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Tf_Record_Event& form
Documentation:
This function prepares the exposure record telemetry object, form, to accu
mulate event data.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.16 Class PmHist
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing histogram data accumulated over a
series of exposure by the Front End Processor.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

ProcessMode

Public Interface:
Operations:

getQuadMode()
processRecord()
setQuadMode()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
QuadMode guadmode: This is the quadrant mode being used to pro
duce the histograms.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.16.1 finishExposureQ
Protected member of:

PmHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function ends the current histogram. Each subclass must implement this
function.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.16.2 getQuadModeO
Public member of:

PmHist

Return Class:

QuadMode

Documentation:
This function returns the quadrant mode being used to produce the histo
grams.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.16.3 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned[32] record
Documentation:
This function is responsible for processing a FEP to BEP ring-buffer record.
If successful, the function returns Bool True. If the run is aborted, the func
tion returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Switch on the record type. If the record indicates the start of an exposure, use
load the information into the exposure record using
expTnfo.copyExpStart(). If the record delimits the end of the histo
gram exposures, copy the closure information using
expJnjfo.copyExpEnd() and then tell the subclass to finish of the histo
gram, using f inishExposure().
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.16.4 setQuadModeO
Public member of:

PmHist

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
QuadMode mode
Documentation:
This function sets the quadrant mode, indicated by mode, being used to pro
duce the histograms.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.17 Class PmRaw
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing raw pixels produced by a single
Front End Processor.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

ProcessMode

Public Uses:
PixelRow
Implementation Uses:
HuffmanMap
Public Interface:
Operations:

getCompression()
getOverclockCnt()
processRecord()
setCompression()
setOverclockCnt()
setWindowFilter()

1
|

Protected Interface:
Operations:

accumulateRawRecord()
filterRow()
finishExposure()
getRawRecord()
packRow()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
FilterWindow* windowFil ter: This is a pointer to the window
filters to use to clip raw image data.
Huf fmanTable rawHuffman: This is the compression table to use
when compression raw mode data.
FEPeventRecRaw accumulator: This field is used to accumulate a
single FEP raw mode record from a series of 32-bit FEP to BEP ringbuffer records.
unsigned remaining: This is the number of 32-bit words remaining
to acquire before the raw mode record is complete.
unsigned compressCode: This is a copy of the compression table
code, set by setCompression().
unsigned overclocks: This is the total number of overclock pixels
in each raw row.
unsigned* accumPtrr. This is points to the next location to append
to.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.17.1 accumulateRawRecord()
Protected member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned[32] record
Boolean start
Documentation:
This function appends the passed FEP to BEP records data to the accu
mulated raw record structure. If start is BoolTrue, it indicates that this
is the first record to accumulate. If start is BoolFalse, then the passed
record is to be appended to an already started raw row. The function returns
Bool True once the raw record is complete, and BoolFalse if the record
remains incomplete.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.2 filterRowO
Protected member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
PixelRowfc row
Documentation:
This function runs the row record, row, through the window list clipping fil
ter, windowFilter.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.17.3 finishExposureO
Protected member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure. The function returns
BoolTrue if successful, and BoolFalse if the run has been aborted. All
subclasses of this class must implement this function.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.4 getCompressionO
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the compression table code used to pack data.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.5 getOverclockCnt()
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

unsigned

Documentation:
This function returns the total number of overclock pixels in each row.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.17.6 getRawRecordQ
Protected member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

FEPeventRecRaw*

Documentation:
This function returns a pointer to the completed raw mode record.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.7 packRow()
Protected member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const PixelRowa row
unsigned*& dstptr
unsigneda dstlen
Booleana partial
unsigneda pixels
Documentation:
This function packs the row's data contained in row, into the destination
buffer pointed to by dstptr. The destination buffer contains at least
dstlen 32-bit words. Upon returning, ds tptr points to the next location
to pack to, and dstlen contains the number of words remaining in the des
tination buffer. If partial contains BoolTrue, then the last word in the
buffer was partially filled, and is not reflected in dstptr and dstlen.
pixels will contain the number of pixels packed into the output buffer. If
the destination buffer filled, the write is aborted, and the function returns
BoolFalse. If the write is complete, then the function returns Bool True.
Preconditions:
This function assumes that the row has been filtered.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.17.8 processRecordQ
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned [32] record
Documentation:
This function processes a single FEP to BEP data record, record. It returns
BoolTrue if the run is to be continued, and BoolFalse if the run has
been aborted.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.9 setCompressionO
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned code
Documentation:
This function sets the compression table, indicated by code, to use when
packing raw mode data.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.17.10 setOverclockCntO
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
uns igned pixels
Documentation:
This function sets the total number of overclock pixels in each raw row to
the value contained in pixels.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.17.11 setWindowFilterO
Public member of:

PmRaw

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
FilterWindow* windows
Documentation:
This function configures the raw data process to use the window filters
pointed to by windows.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.18 Class PmTeHist
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing Timed Exposure Histograms.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

6

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

PmHist

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Te_Histogram
FEPeventRecHist
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
finishQuadrant()
isEndOfHistogram!)
sendBins()
setupDataPkt()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Te_Hist histForm. This is the telemetry packet builder
for Timed Exposure histograms.
QuadCode curQuadran t: This identifies which quadrant's histogram
is currently being processed.
unsigned curBin: This identifies the current bin number of the histo
gram being processed.
Boolean sending: This indicates that the mode is acquiring and pack
ing telemetry bins. BoolTrue indicates that a histogram is being pro
cessed, and BoolFalse indicates that no histograms are being sent.
unsigned* packPtxr. This points to the next telemetry buffer location
to store histogram bins.
unsigned packCoun t: This specifies the number of bins remaining
to store into the current packet.
unsigned packWri t ten: This is the total number of bins written into
the current buffer.
PhHistogram histogram: This is a histogram instance, used to
maintain the header information.
unsigned pa eke tMun: This is the current packet number built for the
current histogram.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.18.1 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current histogram and issues a histogram report.
If successful, the function returns Bool True. If the run is aborted, it returns
BoolFalse.
NOTE: Since closure of Timed Exposure histograms is handled as the quad
rant histograms are read from the FEP, this function is acting as a hook, and
currently only returns BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.18.2 finishQuadrant()
Protected member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function flushes the last data packet of the current quadrant, and forms
and issues the histogram record for the quadrant. It then advances
curQuadrant to the next quadrant to process. If successful, the function
returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Detect if histForm has an un-sent buffer using his tForm.hasBuf f er().
If so, set the final word count and post it to telemetry. Declare a local record
form and get a telemetry packet buffer using wai tForPkt(). If the wait is
aborted, return BoolFalse. If a buffer is obtained, then set each field in
the packet buffer and post the buffer. The determine the next quadrant ex
pected from the FEP, update curQuadrant, zero curBin and return
BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.18.3 isEndOfHistogram()
Protected member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function indicates if the entire histogram has been processed. If it re
turns BoolFalse, there are more histogram bins to process. If it returns
Bool True, then all histogram bins have been handled.
Semantics:
If curBin is greater than or equal to 4096 and curQuadran t corresponds
to the last quadrant (node C if in AC mode, and node D in all other modes),
then the histogram is complete, otherwise there are more bins to read.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.18.4 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned [32] record
Documentation:
This function processes the FEP to BEP ring-buffer record, record. If suc
cessful, the function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns
BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If already in the process of sending a histogram (sending= Bool True),
pass the entire record to sendBins(). If not yet sending a histogram, and
the record type indicates the first record of the histogram, copy the header
into histogram, zero curBin, initialize curQuadran t to the first node
in use, and pass the initial bin values to sendBins(). If not sending a his
togram, and the record is not the start of a histogram, let the parent handle it
bypassing the record to PmHist::processRecord().
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.18.5 sendBins()
Protected member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned* binptr
unsigned bincount
Documentation:
This function packs and telemeters the histogram bins pointed to by
binptr. The number of bins is specified by bincount. If successful, the
function returns Bool True. If the run was aborted, return BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If the histogram is complete (isEndOfHistogram() = BoolTrue), set
sending to BoolFalse and return. If not, enter a loop which terminates
when the entire input buffer has been processed, or when the histogram is
complete. On each iterate, use setupDataPkt() to ensure that the data
packet has a telemetry packet buffer. Then copy the bin values into the te
lemetry packet. If the packet fills, set the number of bin values written, and
post the packet to telemetry. If the packet completed a quadrant’s histogram
(curBin >= 4096), call f inishQuadrant() to issue a report for the
quadrant’s histogram.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.18.6 setupDataPktO
Protected member of:

PmTeHist

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function sets up the data packet, histForm. If successful, the function
returns Bool True. If the run is aborted, the function returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Use histForm.hasBuf f er() to determine if it has a buffer. If not, use
waitForPkt() to allocate a buffer to the form. If the run is aborted while
waiting, return BoolFalse. Once a buffer is obtained, set the header infor
mation in the packet buffer. Then set packPtr to the start of the bin data
area within the packet, and packCount to the number of words available
in the buffer. Zero packWri t ten. If packCoun t holds more values than
are remaining for the current quadrant (curBin + packCount > 4096),
truncate packCount to match the number of remaining bins.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.19 Class PmTeRaw
Documentation:
This class processes raw Timed Exposure Mode data.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

6

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

PmRaw

Implementation Uses:
FEPeventRecRaw
Tf_Record_Te_Raw
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
digestRawRecord()
setupDataPkt()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Te_Raw rawForm: This is the Timed Exposure Raw Mode
data packet.
unsigned rowsPacked: This indicates the number of raw rows
packed into the data packet.
Boolean accumulating: This indicates whether or not the mode is
accumulating FEP to BEP records into a single record. BoolFalse
indicates that a raw data record is not being accumulated. BoolTrue
indicates that the data record is being accumulated.
unsigned* packPtir. This is the current position in the data packet
where the next row is to be packed.
unsigned packLen: This is the space remaining in the telemetry
packet buffer.
unsigned packWri t ten: This is the total number of words currently
written into the telemetry packet buffer.
Boolean packPartial: This indicates that the last write to the
telemetry packet buffer left a partially written word at the end of the
packet. If this is BoolTrue at the point at which the buffer is to be sent,
packWritten should be advanced by 1 to include the last word in the
buffer.
unsigned packPixels: This is the total number of pixels packed
into telemetry for the current exposure.
unsigned packetNum: This is the current number of data packets
send so far in the exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient
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32.19.1 digestRawRecord()
Protected member of:

PmTeRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
FEPeventRecRaw* record
Documentation:
This function processes the raw mode record, record. If successful, the
function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Declare a PixelRowinstance, row, invoke setup() and attachData()
to associate the row instance with the passed record. Call
PmRaw::f ilterRow() to apply the clipping windows. Then use
setupDataPkt() to ensure that rawForm has a telemetry packet buffer.
Call PmRaw::packRow() to pack the row into the telemetry packet. If the
row doesn’t fit into the buffer, post the current buffer to telemetry. Then call
setupDataPkt() to assign a new telemetry packet buffer, and call
packRow() again to load the row into the new buffer. Once the row has
been packed, advance pa ckPixel s and pa ckWri t ten by the number of
pixels copied and the number of words written into the buffer, respectively.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.19.2 finish£xposure()
Protected member of:

PmTeRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function ends the current exposure for Timed Exposure Raw mode. If
successful, this function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns
BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If rawForm has an un-sent data buffer, post the remaining data packet using
rawForm.post(). Declare a raw mode record and obtain a telemetry pack
et buffer using waitForPkt(). Set the various fields in the packet buffer,
and post it to telemetry. If the run is aborted while waiting for a packet buff
er, return BoolFalse. If not, return BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.19.3 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmTeRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned[32] record
Documentation:
This function processes the HEP to BEP record contained in record. If suc
cessful, the function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns
BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If in the process of accumulating a raw mode record from the HEP
(accumulating == BoolTrue), call accumulateRawRecord(). If
the record completes, set accumulating to BoolFalse and call
digestRawRecord() to process the completed row. If not in the process
of accumulating a record, and the record type indicates the start of a row
record, call accumulateRawRecord() to start the accumulation. If not
processing a raw mode record, let the parent handle the record using
PmRaw::processRecord().
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.19.4 setupDataPktO
Protected member of:

PmTeRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelRow& row
Documentation:
This function acquires a telemetry packet buffer for the data packet,
rawForm, and initializes the header fields in the data packet, row is the first
row to attempt to be packed into the telemetry packet buffer.
Semantics:
If rawForm does not have a buffer, use wai tForPkt() to obtain a buffer
for the form. If the run is aborted while waiting, return BoolFalse. Once
a buffer is obtained set the fields in the packet header, using
row.getRange() to get the row number. Set packPtr to the data area of
the packet buffer and packLen to the number of data words available. Zero
packWritten.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.20 Class PmTeFaint3x3
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing 3x3 Timed Exposure Events, and
producing Faint Mode telemetry data. This class provides functions to Front
End Processor event data records, to pack and post to telemetry Faint Mode
3x3 events, and to produce Faint Mode exposure records.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

6

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

PmEvent

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Te_Faint
FEPeventRec 3x3
Pixel3x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
sendEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Te_Faint dataForm: This is the telemetry builder used
by the mode to accumulate and format 3x3 event pixel data.
unsigned packetNum: This is the data packet number for the current
exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent

October 19,1995
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32.20.1 finishExposureO
Protected member of:

PmTeFaint3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure, forming and sending an expo
sure record. It returns BoolTrue on success, and BoolFalse on error or
abort request.
Semantics:
Check dataForm.hasBuf f er() and if the packet buffer has data, post it.
Declare an exposure record form and call
PmEvent::setupExposureRecord() to obtain its telemetry buffer and
store common exposure record information into the buffer. The call
form.post() to queue the packet buffer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.20.2 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmTeFaint3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record [32]
Documentation:
This function processes a record produced by the FEP, contained within
record. This function explicitly handles the following record tag types:
FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3 (FEPeventRec3x3)
It uses its parent’s member function, PmEvent::processRecord() to
handle all other record types. This function returns Bool True if the record
was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or abort request.
Semantics:
Check the first record tag for FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3. If it is not this type,
call PinEvent::processRecord() to attempt to handle the record. If the
record type matches, declare Pixel3x3 instance, and pass it explnfo,
and a pointer to the record to Pixel3x3::attachData(). explnfo sup
plies the new event with the configured split threshold levels and exposure
overclock levels, and coverts the event’s pixel position to absolute CCD co
ordinates. Then call PmEvent::f ilterEvent(). If f ilterEvent() ac
cepts the event, call sendEvent() to pack it into the data buffer.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.20.3 sendEvent()
Protected member of:

PmTeFaint3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Pixel3x3& event
Documentation:
This function processes an accepted event, indicated by event, produced
by the FEP, storing the event into da taForm’s telemetry buffer, and post
ing da taForm’s buffer when and if it becomes full. This function returns
BoolTrue if the event was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or
abort request.
Semantics:
If da taForzn does not already have a packet buffer, call wai tForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet, and set the header information in the packet. If
the ran is aborted while waiting for a packet, return BoolFalse. Use the
passed event to get the CCD position of the event, and the event’s raw pulse
height values and append them to the current telemetry packet. Increment
the mode’s event counter using PixelEvent::incEventCnt(). If the te
lemetry buffer is full, post it to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.21 Class PmTeFaintBias3x3
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing 3x3 Timed Exposure Events, and
producing Faint-with-Bias Mode telemetry data. This class provides func
tions to Front End Processor event data records, to pack and post to teleme
try Faint Mode 3x3 events, and to produce Faint-with-Bias Mode exposure
records.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

6

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

PmEvent

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Te_Faint_Bias
FEPeventRec3x3
Pixel3x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
sendEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Te_Faint_Bias da taForm: This is the telemetry builder
used by the mode to accumulate and format 3x3 event pixel and bias data.
unsigned packetNum: This is the data packet number for the current
exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent

October 19,1995
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32.21.1 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmTeFaintBias3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure, forming and sending an expo
sure record. It returns BoolTrue on success, and BoolFalse on error or
abort request.
Semantics:
Check da taForm.hasBuf fer() and if the packet buffer has data, post it.
Declare an exposure record form and call
PmEvent::setupExposureRecord() to obtain its telemetry buffer and
store common exposure record information into the buffer. Then add the
bias offsets to the exposure record post the packet buffer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.21.2 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmTeFaintBias3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record [32]
Documentation:
This function processes a record produced by the FEP, contained within
record. This function explicitly handles the following record tag types:
FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3 (FEPeventRec 3x3)
It uses its parent’s member function, PmEvent::processRecord() to
handle all other record types. This function returns Bool True if the record
was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or abort request.
Semantics:
Check the first record tag for FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3. If it is not this type,
call PmEvent::processRecord() to attempt to handle the record. If the
record type matches, declare Pixel3x3 instance, and pass it expin fo,
and a pointer to the record to Pixel3x3::attachData(). explnfo sup
plies the new event with the configured split threshold levels and exposure
overclock levels, and coverts the event’s pixel position to absolute CCD co
ordinates. Then call PmEvent::f ilterEvent(). If f ilterEvent() ac
cepts the event, call sendEvent() to pack it into the data buffer.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.21.3 sendEventO
Protected member of:

PmTeFaintBias3x3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Pixel3x3& event
Documentation:
This function processes an accepted event, indicated by event, produced
by the FEP, storing the event into da taForm’s telemetry buffer, and post
ing da taForm’s buffer when and if it becomes full. This function returns
BoolTrue if the event was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or
abort request.
Semantics:
If da taForm does not already have a packet buffer, call wai tForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet, and set the header information in the packet. If
the run is aborted while waiting for a packet, return BoolFalse. Use the
passed event to get the CCD position of the event, and the event’s raw pulse
height values, and bias values and append them to the current telemetry
packet. Increment the mode’s event counter using
PixelEvent::incEventCnt(). If the telemetry buffer is full, post it to
telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.22 Class PmTeGraded
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing 3x3 Timed Exposure Events, and
producing Graded Mode telemetry data. This class provides functions to
Front End Processor event data records, to pack and post to telemetry Grad
ed Mode events, and to produce Faint Mode exposure records (Graded Mode
uses the same exposure records as Faint Mode).
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

6

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

PmEvent

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Te_Faint
FEPeventRec 3x3
Pixel3x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
sendEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Te_Graded da taForm: This is the telemetry builder used
by the mode to accumulate and format graded event pixel data.
unsigned packetNum: This is the data packet number for the current
exposure.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent

October 19,1995
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32.22.1 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmTeGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure, forming and sending an expo
sure record. It returns BoolTrue on success, and BoolFalse on error or
abort request.
Semantics:
Check dataFormhasBuf f er() and if the packet buffer has data, post it.
Declare an exposure record form and call
PmEvent::setupExposureRecord() to obtain its telemetry buffer and
store common exposure record information into the buffer. The call
form.post() to queue the packet buffer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.22.2 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmTeGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record [32]
Documentation:
This function processes a record produced by the FEP, contained within
record. This function explicitly handles the following record tag types:
FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3 (FEPeventRec3x3)
It uses its parent’s member function, PmEvent::processRecord() to
handle all other record types. This function returns Bool True if the record
was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or abort request.
Semantics:
Check the first record tag for FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3. If it is not this type,
call PmEvent::processRecord() to attempt to handle the record. If the
record type matches, declare Pixel3x3 instance, and pass it expin fo,
and a pointer to the record to Pixel3x3::attachData(). expin fo sup
plies die new event with the configured split threshold levels and exposure
overclock levels, and coverts the event’s pixel position to absolute CCD co
ordinates. Then call PmEvent::f ilterEvent(). If f ilterEvent() ac
cepts the event, call sendEvent() to pack it into the data buffer.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.22.3 sendEventO
Protected member of:

PmTeGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Pixel3x3& event
Documentation:
This function processes an accepted event, indicated by event, produced
by the FEP, storing the event into dataForm’s telemetry buffer, and post
ing dataForm’s buffer when and if it becomes full. This function returns
BoolTrue if the event was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or
abort request.
Semantics:
If dataForm does not already have a packet buffer, call waitForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet, and set the header information in the packet. If
the run is aborted while waiting for a packet, return BoolFalse. Use the
passed event to get the CCD position of the event, the events amplitude and
grade code, and to sum the comer pixel pulse heights. Append the acquired
information to the current telemetry packet. Increment the mode’s event
counter using PixelEvent::incEventCnt(). If the telemetry buffer is
full, post it to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.23 Class PmCcRaw
Documentation:
This class processes raw Continuous Clocking Mode data.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

6

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

PmRaw

Implementation Uses:
FEPeventRecRaw
Tf_Record_Cc_Raw
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
digestRawRecord()
setupDataPkt()

October 19.1995
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Cc_Raw rawForm: This is the Continuous Clocking Raw
Mode data packet.
unsigned rows Packed: This indicates the number of raw rows
packed into the data packet.
Boolean accumulating: This indicates whether or not the mode is
accumulating FEP to BEP records into a single record. BoolFalse
indicates that a raw data record is not being accumulated. BoolTrue
indicates that the data record is being accumulated.
unsigned* packPtr: This is the current position in the data packet
where the next row is to be packed.
unsigned packLen: This is the space remaining in the telemetry
packet buffer.
unsigned packWri t ten: This is the total number of words currendy
written into the telemetry packet buffer.
Boolean packPartial: This indicates that the last write to the
telemetry packet buffer left a partially written word at the end of the
packet. If this is BoolTrue at the point at which the buffer is to be sent,
packWritten should be advanced by 1 to include the last word in the
buffer.
unsigned packPixels: This is the total number of pixels packed
into telemetry for the current exposure.
unsigned packetNum: This is the current number of data packets
send so far in the exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Transient

October 19,1995
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32.23.1 digestRawRecord()
Protected member of:

PmCcRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
FEPeventRecRaw* record
Documentation:
This function processes the raw mode record, record. If successful, the
function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Declare a PixelRowinstance, row, invoke setup() and attachData()
to associate the row instance with the passed record. Call
PmRaw::f ilterRow() to apply the clipping windows. Then use
setupDataPkt() to ensure that rawForm has a telemetry packet buffer.
Call PmRaw::packRow() to pack the row into the telemetry packet. If the
row doesn’t fit into the buffer, post the current buffer to telemetry. Then call
setupDataPkt() to assign a new telemetry packet buffer, and call
packRow() again to load the row into the new buffer. Once the row has
been packed, advance packPixels andpackWri t ten by the number of
pixels copied and the number of words written into the buffer, respectively.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19.1995
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32.23.2 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmCcRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function ends the current exposure for Continuous Clocking Raw
mode. If successful, this function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted,
it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If rawForm has an un-sent data buffer, post the remaining data packet using
rawForm.pos t(). Declare a raw mode record and obtain a telemetry pack
et buffer using waitForPkt(). Set the various fields in the packet buffer,
and post it to telemetry. If the ran is aborted while waiting for a packet buff
er, return BoolFalse. If not, return BoolTrue.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.23.3 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmCcRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned [32] record
Documentation:
This function processes the FEP to BEP record contained in record. If suc
cessful, the function returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, it returns
BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If in the process of accumulating a raw mode record from the FEP
(accumulating == BoolTrue), call accumulateRawRecord(). If
the record completes, set accumulating to BoolFalse and call
diges tRawRecord() to process the completed row. If not in the process
of accumulating a record, and the record type indicates the start of a row
record, call accumulateRawRecord() to start the accumulation. If not
processing a raw mode record, let the parent handle the record using
PmRaw::processRecord().
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.23.4 setupDataPktO
Protected member of:

PmCcRaw

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
PixelRow& row
Documentation:
This function acquires a telemetry packet buffer for the data packet,
rawForm, and initializes the header fields in the data packet, rowis the first
row to attempt to be packed into the telemetry packet buffer.
Semantics:
If rawForm does not have a buffer, use wai tForPkt() to obtain a buffer
for the form. If the run is aborted while waiting, return BoolFalse. Once
a buffer is obtained set the fields in the packet header, using
row.getRange() to get the row number. Set packPtr to the data area of
the packet buffer and packLen to the number of data words available. Zero
packWri t ten.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.24 Class PmCcFaintlx3
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing 1x3 Continuous Clocking Events,
and producing Faint Mode telemetry data. This class provides functions to
Front End Processor event data records, to pack and post to telemetry Faint
Mode 1x3 events, and to produce Faint Mode exposure records.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

6

Hierarchv:
Superclasses:

PmEvent

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Cc_Faint
FEPeventRec 1x3
Pixel1x3
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
sendEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Cc_Faint dataForm: This is the telemetry builder used
by the mode to accumulate and format 1x3 event pixel data.
unsigned packetNum: This is the data packet number for the current
exposure.
Concurrency:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent

October 19,1995
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32.24.1 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmCcFaintlx3

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure, forming and sending an expo
sure record. It returns BoolTrue on success, and BoolFalse on error or
abort request.
Semantics:
Check da taForm.hasBuf f er() and if the packet buffer has data, post it.
Declare an exposure record form and call
Pn»Event::setupExposureRecord() to obtain its telemetry buffer and
store common exposure record information into the buffer. The call
form.post() to queue the packet buffer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.24.2 processRecordO
Public member of:

PmCcFaintlx3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record [32]
Documentation:
This function processes a record produced by the FEP, contained within
record. This function explicitly handles the following record tag types:
FEP_EVENT_REC_ 1x3 (FEPeventReclx3)
It uses its parent’s member function, PmEvent::processRecord() to
handle all other record types. This function returns Bool True if the record
was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or abort request.
Semantics:
Check the first record tag for FEP_EVENT_REC_lx3. If it is not this type,
call PmEvent::processRecord() to attempt to handle the record. If the
record type matches, declare Pixellx3 instance, and pass it expin fo,
and a pointer to the record to Pixellx3::attachData(). explnfo sup
plies the new event with the configured split threshold levels and exposure
overclock levels, and coverts the event’s pixel position to absolute CCD co
ordinates. Then call PmEvent::f ilterEvent(). If f ilterEvent() ac
cepts the event, call sendEvent() to pack it into the data buffer.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.24.3 sendEventO
Protected member of:

PmCcFaintlx3

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Pixellx3& event
Documentation:
This function processes an accepted event, indicated by event, produced
by the FEP, storing the event into dataForm’s telemetry buffer, and post
ing dataForm's buffer when and if it becomes full. This function returns
BoolTrue if the event was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or
abort request.
Semantics:
If dataForm does not already have a packet buffer, call waitForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet, and set the header information in the packet. If
the run is aborted while waiting for a packet, return BoolFalse. Use the
passed event to get the CCD position of the event, and the event’s raw pulse
height values and append them to the current telemetry packet. Increment
the mode’s event counter using PixelEvent::incEventCnt(). If the te
lemetry buffer is full, post it to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.25 Class PmCcGraded
Documentation:
This class is responsible for processing 1x3 Continuous Clocking Events,
and producing Graded Mode telemetry data. This class provides functions to
Front End Processor event data records, to pack and post to telemetry Grad
ed Mode events, and to produce Faint Mode exposure records (Graded mode
and Faint mode use the same exposure record type).
Export Control:

Public

Cardinalitv:

6

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

PmEvent

Implementation Uses:
Tf_Record_Cc_Faint
FEPeventRec1x3
Pixellx3
Public Interface:
Operations:

processRecord()

Protected Interface:
Operations:

finishExposure()
sendEvent()

Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
Tf_Data_Cc_Graded da taForm: This is the telemetry builder used
by the mode to accumulate and format 1x3 event pixel data.
unsigned packetNum: This is the data packet number for the current
exposure.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

Persistence:

Persistent

October 19,1995
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32.25.1 finishExposure()
Protected member of:

PmCcGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function completes the current exposure, forming and sending an expo
sure record. It returns BoolTrue on success, and BoolFalse on error or
abort request.
Semantics:
Check dataForm.hasBuf f er() and if the packet buffer has data, post it.
Declare an exposure record form and call
PmEvent::setupExposureRecord() to obtain its telemetry buffer and
store common exposure record information into the buffer. The call
form.post() to queue the packet buffer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19.1995
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32.25.2 processRecord()
Public member of:

PmCcGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
const unsigned record [32]
Documentation:
This function processes a record produced by the FEP, contained within
record. This function explicitly handles the following record tag types:
FEP_EVENT_REC_ 1x3 (FEPeventRec 1x3)
It uses its parent’s member function, PmEvent::processRecord() to
handle all other record types. This function returns Bool True if the record
was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or abort request.
Semantics:
Check the first record tag for FEP_EVENT_REC_lx3. If it is not this type,
call PmEvent::processRecord() to attempt to handle the record. If the
record type matches, declare Pixellx3 instance, and pass it expin fo,
and a pointer to the record to Pixellx3::attachData(). explnfo sup
plies the new event with the configured split threshold levels and exposure
overclock levels, and coverts the event’s pixel position to absolute CCD co
ordinates. Then call PmBvent::f ilterEvent(). If f ilterEvent() ac
cepts the event, call sendEvent() to pack it into the data buffer.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.25.3 sendEventO
Protected member of:

PmCcGraded

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Pixellx3& event
Documentation:
This function processes an accepted event, indicated by event, produced
by the FEP, storing the event into dataForm's telemetry buffer, and post
ing da taForm’s buffer when and if it becomes full. This function returns
BoolTrue if the event was processed, and BoolFalse on an error or
abort request.
Semantics:
If da taForm does not already have a packet buffer, call wai tForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet, and set the header information in the packet. If
the run is aborted while waiting for a packet, return BoolFalse. Use the
passed event to get the CCD position of the event, and the event’s amplitude
and grade and append them to the current telemetry packet. Increment the
mode’s event counter using PixelEvent::incEventCnt(). If the telem
etry buffer is full, post it to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

October 19,1995
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32.26 Class SmTimedExposure
Documentation:
This class represents the Timed Exposure Science Mode and is responsible
for providing member functions which configure and run a Timed Exposure
science and/or bias run.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

1

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

ScienceMode

Implementation Uses:
PblTimedExp
DeaManager
FepManager
Pbl2dWindow
PramTe
SramLibrary
Tf_Dump_Te_Block
Public Interface:
Operations:

activateParameters()
checkBlock()
dumpParameters ()
loadBadMaps()
requiresBias()
stageParameters()
terminate()
useBiasThief()

October 19,1995
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Protected Interface:

Has-A Relationships:
PmTeFaintBias3x3 pmTeFaintBias3x3[6]: These are the pro
cess modes used to process Timed Exposure 3x3 Faint-with-Bias Mode
event data.
PmTeGraded pmTeGraded[6]: These are the process modes used to
process Timed Exposure Graded Mode event data.
PmTeHist pmTeHis t[6]: These are the process modes used to process
Timed Exposure histograms.
PmTeRawpmTeRaw[6]: These are the process modes used to process
Timed Exposure Raw mode data.
PmTeFaint3x3 pmTeFaint3x3[6]: These are the process modes
used to process Timed Exposure 3x3 Faint Mode event data.
Operations:

getBlocklds ()
getFepRequest()
setupDea()
setupEventProcess()
setupProcess()
setupFaint3x3()
setupFaintBias3x3()
setupFep()
setupFepBlock()
setupGraded()
setupGradeFilter()
setupHist()
setupPhFilter()
setupRaw()
setupWindowFilter()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
CmdPkt_Load_Te_Block teBlock: This is the active Timed Expo
sure Parameter Block being used for the current run.
CmdPkt_Load_Te_Block stagedTeBlock: This is the next
Timed Exposure Parameter block to use. This block is setup by the com
mand requesting the start of a new run, and is copied into teBlock once
the run starts.
CmdPkt_Load_2D_Block winBlock: This is the active 2D Win
dow Parameter Block, if one is being used.
CmdPkt_Load_2D_Block stagedWinBlock: This is the window
parameter block to use for the next run. It is setup by the handler which
requested the new run, and is copied into winBlock once the run starts.
Boolean hasWindows: This flag indicates whether or not the active
parameter block is using window filters.
CcdZd fepCcd: This is an array of CCD identifiers extracted from the
active parameter block. The array is indexed by FEP Id.
Boolean fepVideo: This is an array of FEP video gain selection,
indexed by FEP Id and extracted from the active parameter block. BoolFalse indicates that the FEP's CCD should be clocked using lelectron/
ADU. BoolTrue indicates that the CCD should be clocked to obtain 4
electrons/ADU.
int [ 6 ] [ 4 ] fepThresh: This is an array of FEP quadrant threshold
settings. The settings are indexed by FEP Id and video chain.
unsigned [6] [4] fepSplit: This is an array of split threshold set
tings, indexed by FEP. These are copied from the active parameter block.
unsigned ccdsUsed: This specifies the total number of CCDs being
used for the active ran.
unsigned ccdSlof. This is an array, indexed by CCD Id, which maps
a CCD to a particular Image to Frame transfer slot for the active ran.
Boolean biasOk This indicates if the bias maps are intact. If
BoolTrue, then all configured bias maps are ready. If BoolFalse,
then one or more bias maps need to be built.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.26.1 activateParametersO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function copies the parameter blocks staged in s tagedTeBl ock and
stagedWinBlockinto teBlock and winBlock.
Semantics:
Get the buffer address of the staged and main blocks, and get the length of
the staged block and copy the data fro the staged block into the main block.
Then check the block if a window is specified, and if so, copy the staged
window block into the active window block. Using the now active block,
cache the FEP to CCD selections, FEP video selections and FEP threshold
and split threshold selections into fepCcd, fepVideo, fepThresh, and
fepSpli t, respectively. Then iterate through the FEP CCD selections and
ensure that the corresponding DEA and FEP boards have power. If a DEA
board or FEP board isn’t powered, invalidate the corresponding FEP’s CCD
selection to prevent the run from using the FEP. If the boards are on, store
the current active CCD count as the clocking parallel transfer slot to use
when clocking the chip, and advance the total number of chips configured
for use during the run.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.2 checkBlockO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned blockid
Documentation:
This function checks the integrity of the Timed Exposure parameter block,
indicated by bl ocki d. If the parameter block is intact, the function returns
Bool True. If the block has been corrupted (or contains invalid parameters
TBD), the function returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.26.3 dumpParametersO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function posts the contents of the active Timed Exposure and 2D win
dow parameters to telemetry. If successful, the function returns Bool True.
If the run is aborted, it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Declare a Timed Exposure Parameter block form, and use wai tForPkt()
to obtain a telemetry packet buffer for the form. If the run is aborted while
waiting for the buffer, return BoolFalse. Once a buffer has been obtained,
copy the active Timed Exposure Parameter Block into the buffer. If a win
dow list is used, append the active 2D Window list to the buffer. Then post
the buffer for transfer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.4 getBlockldsO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& blockld
unsigned& winld
Documentation:
This function retrieves the parameter block ids from the Timed Exposure Pa
rameter block and the 2D Window parameter block (if used). On return,
blockld will contain the parameter block id from the active Timed Expo
sure Parameter Block. If a 2D window is used, winld will contain its pa
rameter block id. If not, winld will contain Oxffffffff.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.5 getFepRequestQ
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

int

Documentation:
This function returns the FEP request code used to start Timed Exposure sci
ence data processing.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.6 loadBadMapsO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function loads the bad pixels and timed exposure bad columns into their
respective FEP bias maps.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

32.26.7 requiresBiasO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function determines if a bias computation is required. It first checks the
parameter block for a bias request. If a bias is not mandated by the parameter
block, it then queries each configured FEP to ensure that each has a valid bi
as. If either the parameter block mandates a bias computation, or if a FEP
has an invalid bias, the function returns Bool True. If no bias is required
by the configured mode, then it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.8 setupDeaO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function loads the Timed Exposure SRAM image into the DEA CCDcontrollers, and uses the PRAM Builder to build and load the Timed Expo
sure clocking operations into the CCD-controller's PRAM.
Semantics:
If the run has a custom DEA load block, use
deaAfanager.loadSequencers() to load it into the CCD controllers. If
not, iterate through each configured FEP. Load the SRAM library using
sramLibraxry. 1 oad(), configure the PRAM builder and build and load
the PRAM using pramTe.conf igure() and pramTe.build().
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.9 setupEventProcessO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
PmEventfc process
Documentation:
This function configures the event process, indicated by process, to han
dle events produced by the FEP, fep. It configures the run-header informa
tion, CCD geometry, sets up the filters, installs the filters, and installs
process in the mode's CCD processor pointer array.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.10 setupFaint3x3()
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Faint 3x3 event processing. This function iterates
through each configured FEP, passing a separate PmTeFaint3x3 instance
to setupEventProcessO for each FEP being used.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.11 setupFaintBias3x3()
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Faint 3x3 with Bias event processing. This function
iterates through each configured FEP, passing a separate
PmTeFaintBias3x3 instance to setupEventProcessO for each
FEP being used.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.12 setupFep()
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function loads code into each of the configured FEPs, and sets up the
Timed Exposure mode parameters into each.
Semantics:
For each configured FEP, first load and run any customized code into the
FEP, using fepManager.loadRunProgram(). Then query the status of
the FEP, using fepManager.queryFepStatus(). If the query failed,
then the FEP has crashed. Restart the FEP using the default program load.
Use setupFepBlock() to build the BEP to FEP parameter block, and use
fepManager.conf igureFep() to load the configuration into the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.13 setupFepBlockQ
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Fep.Id fep
FEPparmBlockfc fepblock
Documentation:
This function sets up a Front End Processor Parameter Block, fepblock,
for the FEP specified by fep. If successful, the function returns
BoolTrue. If the FEP did not respond, it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.14 setupGradeFilterQ
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterGradefi grade
Documentation:
This function sets up the Grade filter, grade, using the active grade selec
tion. The passed FEP identifier, fep, is a hook to support enhancements
which make the grade selection FEP-specific.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.15 setupGradedO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Graded event processing.This function iterates
through each configured HEP, passing a separate PmTeGraded instance to
setupEventProcessO for each FEP being used.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.16 setupHistO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Histogram data processing.This function iterates
through each configured FEP. For each FEP in use, it sets the mode, the
CCD Id, geometry into a separate PmTeHist, and passes the instance to
assignFepProcess() to associate the instance with the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.17 setupPhFilterQ
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterPha phFilter
Documentation:
This function configures the Pulse Height filter, phFil ter. The passed
FEP identifier, fep, is a hook to support changes which would make the
pulse height selections FEP-specific.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.18 setupProcessO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up the processing objects used to process data for the run.
Semantics:
This function examines the configured FEP and BEP processing mode se
lections. If performing raw mode, call setupRaw(). If performing histo
gram mode, call setupHist(). If performing 3x3 Faint Mode, call
setupFaint3x3(). If performing Faint-with-Bias, call
setupFaintBias3x3(), and if performing Graded Mode, call
setupGraded().
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.19 setupRaw()
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Raw data processing. For each FEP in use, it sets
the mode, the CCD Id, geometry, into a separate PmTeRaw instance. It also
sets up a distinct window list filter and assigns it to the PmTeRaw instance.
It then passes the instance to assignFepProcess() to associate the in
stance with the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.26.20 setupWindowFilterO
Protected member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterWindowfc window
Documentation:
This function sets up the window list filter, window, using the active win
dow parameters used by the CCD being processed by the FEP, fep.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.21 stageParametersO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned blockid
Documentation:
This function fetches the Timed Exposure parameter block, indicated by
blockid, and stores its contents into stagedTeBlock. If a window
block is referenced within the block, it is fetched and stored into
stagedWinBlock. If successful, the function returns BoolTrue. On
failure, it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

32.26.22 terminateO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function cleans up after a Timed Exposure science run. It produces and
posts a science run report.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.26.23 useBiasThiefO
Public member of:

SmTimedExposure

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function determines whether or not the Bias Thief should be invoked.
It returns Bool True if the bias thief should send the pixel bias values, and
BoolFalse if not.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27 Class SmContClocking
Documentation:
This class represents the Continuous Clocking Science Mode and is respon
sible for providing member functions which configure and run a Continuous
Clocking science and/or bias run.
Export Control:

Public

Cardinality:

1

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:

ScienceMode

Implementation Uses:
DeaManager
FepManager
PblldWindow
PramCc
SramLibrary
PblContClock
Tf_Dump_Cc_Block
Public Interface:
Operations:

activateParameters()
checkBlock()
dumpParameters ()
loadBadMaps()
requiresBias()
stageParameters()
terminate()
useBiasThief()
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Protected Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
PmCcGraded pmCcGraded[6]: These are the process modes used to
process Continuous Clocking Graded Mode event data.
PmCcRaw pmCcRaw[6]: These are the process modes used to process
Continuous Clocking Raw Mode event data.
PmCcFaintlx3 pmCcFain tlx3 [6]: These are the process modes
used to process Continuous Clocking Faint Mode event data.
Operations:

getBlocklds ()
getFepRequest()
setupDea()
setupEventProcess()
setupFaintlx3()
setupFep()
setupFepBlock()
setupGradeFilter()
setupGraded()
setupPhFilter()
setupProcess()
setupRaw()
setupWindowFilter()
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Private Interface:
Has-A Relationships:
CmdPkt_Load_Cc_Block ccBlock: This is the active Continuous
Clocking Parameter Block being used for the current run.
CmdPkt_Load_Cc_Block stagedCcBlock: This is the next Con
tinuous Clocking Parameter block to use. This block is setup by the com
mand requesting the start of a new run, and is copied into ccBlock once
the run starts.
CmdPkt_Load_lD_Block winBlock: This is the active ID Win
dow Parameter Block, if one is being used.
CmdPkt_Load_lD_Block stagedWinBlock: This is the window
parameter block to use for the next run. It is setup by the handler which
requested the new ran, and is copied into winBlock once the run starts.
Boolean hasWindows: This flag indicates whether or not the active
parameter block is using window filters.
Ccdld fepCcd: This is an array of CCD identifiers extracted from the
active parameter block. The array is indexed by FEP Id.
Boolean fepVideo: This is an array of FEP video gain selection,
indexed by FEP Id and extracted from the active parameter block. BoolFalse indicates that the FEP's CCD should be clocked using 1 electron/
ADU. BoolTrae indicates that the CCD should be clocked to obtain 4
electrons/ADU.
int [6] [4] fepThresh: This is an array of FEP quadrant threshold
settings. The settings are indexed by FEP Id and video chain.
unsigned [ 6 ] [4 ] fepSpl i t: This is an array of split threshold set
tings, indexed by FEP. These are copied from the active parameter block.
Boolean biasOk: This indicates if the bias maps are intact. If
BoolTrue, then all configured bias maps are ready. If BoolFalse,
then one or more bias maps need to be built.
Concurrency:

Synchronous

Persistence:

Persistent
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32.27.1 activateParameters()
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function copies the parameter blocks staged in s tagedCcBl ock and
stagedWinBlockinto ccBlock and winBlock.
Semantics:
Get the buffer address of the staged and main blocks, and get the length of
the staged block and copy the data fro the staged block into the main block.
Then check the block if a window is specified, and if so, copy the staged
window block into the active window block. Using the now active block,
cache the FEP to CCD selections, FEP video selections and FEP threshold
and split threshold selections into fepCcd, fepVideo, fepThresh, and
fepSpli t, respectively. Then iterate through the FEP CCD selections and
ensure that the corresponding DEA and FEP boards have power. If a DEA
board or FEP board isn’t powered, invalidate the corresponding FEP’s CCD
selection to prevent the run from using the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.2 checkBlockO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
unsigned blockid
Documentation:
This function checks the integrity of the Continuous Clocking parameter
block, indicated by blockid. If the parameter block is intact, the function
returns BoolTrue. If the block has been corrupted (or contains invalid pa
rameters TBD), the function returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.27.3 dumpParametersO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function posts the contents of the active Continuous Clocking and ID
window parameters to telemetry. If successful, the function returns
BoolTrue. If the run was aborted, it returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
Declare a Continuous Clocking Parameter block form, and use
waitForPkt() to obtain a telemetry packet buffer for the form. If the run
is aborted while waiting for the buffer, return BoolFalse. Once a buffer
has been obtained, copy the active Continuous Clocking Parameter Block
into the buffer. If a window list is used, append the active ID Window list
to the buffer. Then post the buffer for transfer to telemetry.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.4 getBlockldsO
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned& blockld
unsignedft winld
Documentation:
This function retrieves the parameter block ids from the Continuous Clock
ing Parameter block and the ID Window parameter block (if used). On re
turn, blockld will contain the parameter block id from the active
Continuous Clocking Parameter Block. If a ID window is used, win Id will
contain its parameter block id. If not, winld will contain Oxffffffff.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.5 getFepRequestQ
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

int

Documentation:
This function returns the FEP request code used to start Continuous Clock
ing science data processing.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.6 loadBadMapsO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function loads the bad pixels and Continuous Clocking bad columns
into their respective FEP bias maps.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.7 requiresBiasO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function determines if a bias computation is required. It first checks the
parameter block for a bias request. If a bias is not mandated by the parameter
block, it then queries each configured FEP to ensure that each has a valid bi
as. If either the parameter block mandates a bias computation, or if a FEP
has an invalid bias, the function returns BoolTrue. If no bias is required
by the configured mode, then it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.8 setupDeaO
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function loads the Continuous Clocking SRAM image into the DEA
CCD-controllers, and uses the PRAM Builder to build and load the Contin
uous Clocking clocking operations into the CCD-controller's PRAM. If suc
cessful, this function returns BoolTrue. If none of the controllers were
loaded, the function returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
If the run has a custom DEA load block, use
deaManager.loadSequencers() to load it into the CCD controllers. If
not, iterate through each configured FEP. Load the SRAM library using
sramLibrary.loa.dQ, configure the PRAM builder and build and load
the PRAM using pramCc.conf igure() and pramCc.build().
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.9 setupEventProcessO
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
PmEventfc process
Documentation:
This function configures the event process, indicated by process, to han
dle events produced by the FEP, fep. It configures the run-header informa
tion, CCD geometry, sets up the filters, installs the filters, and installs
process in the mode's CCD processor pointer array.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.10 setupFaintlx3()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Faint 1x3 event processing. This function iterates
through each configured FEP, passing a separate PmCcFaint 1x3 instance
to setupEventProcess() for each FEP being used.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.11 setupFepO
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function loads code into each of the configured FEPs, and sets up the
Continuous Clocking mode parameters into each. If successful, the function
returns BoolTrue. If no FEPs were successfully configured, the function
returns BoolFalse.
Semantics:
For each configured FEP, first load and mn any customized code into the
FEP, using fepManager.loadRunProgram(). Then query the status of
the FEP, using f’epAfa.nager.queryFepStatus(). If the query failed,
then the FEP has crashed. Restart the FEP using the default program load.
Use setupFepBlock() to build the BEP to FEP parameter block, and use
fepManager.con f igureFep() to load the configuration into the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.12 setupFepBIock()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FEPpazmBlock& fepblock
Documentation:
This function sets up a Front End Processor Parameter Block, fepblock,
for the FEP specified by fep. If successful, the function returns
BoolTrue. If the FEP did not respond, it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.13 setupGradeFilter()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterGradeft grade
Documentation:
This function sets up the Grade filter, grade. The passed FEP identifier,
fep, is a hook to support enhancements which make the grade selection
FEP-specific.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.14 setupGradedQ
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Graded event processing.This function iterates
through each configured FEP, passing a separate PmCcGraded instance to
setupEventProcessQ for each FEP being used.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.15 setupPhFilter()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterPh& phFil ter
Documentation:
This function configures the Pulse Height filter, phFilter. The passed
FEP identifier, fep, is a hook to support enhancements which make the
grade selection FEP-specific.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.16 setupProcessO
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up the processing objects used to process data for the run.
Semantics:
This function examines the configured FEP and BEP processing mode se
lections. If performing raw mode, call setupRaw(). If performing 1x3
Faint Mode, call setupFaint 1x3 (), and if performing Graded Mode, call
s e t upGr aded().
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.17 setupRaw()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function sets up for Raw data processing. For each FEP in use, it sets
the mode, the CCD Id, geometry, into a separate PmCcRaw instance. It also
sets up a distinct window list filter and assigns it to the PmCcRaw instance.
It then passes the instance to assignFepProcess() to associate the in
stance with the FEP.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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32.27.18 setupWindowFilter()
Protected member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
Fepld fep
FilterWindow& window
Documentation:
This function sets up the window list filter, window. The passed FEP iden
tifier, fep, is a hook to support enhancements which make the grade selec
tion FEP-specific.
Concurrency:

Guarded

32.27.19 stageParametersQ
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Arguments:
unsigned blockid
Documentation:
This function fetches the Continuous Clocking parameter block, indicated
by blockid, and stores its contents into stagedCcBlock. If a window
block is referenced within the block, it is fetched and stored into
stagedWinBlock. If successful, the function returns BoolTrue. On
failure, it returns BoolFalse.
Concurrency:

Synchronous
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32.27.20 terminateO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

void

Documentation:
This function cleans up after a Continuous Clocking science run. It produces
and posts a science run report.
Concurrencv:

Guarded

32.27.21 useBiasThiefO
Public member of:

SmContClocking

Return Class:

Boolean

Documentation:
This function determines whether or not the Bias Thief should be invoked.
It returns BoolTrue if the bias thief should send the pixel bias values, and
BoolFalse if not.
Concurrency:

Guarded
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eventexposure.C.pretty
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/conf igcntl /models /filesscience/eventexposure.C, v
//
eventexposure.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:07 jimf Exp
//
eventexposure.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:07 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//

}//-------------------------------------------------------unsigned EventExposure:igetSplitThreshold(QuadCode node)
//-------------------------------------------------------{

const

DebugProbe probe;
return split[node];

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995
Module Body EventExposure (Package)

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/eventexposure.C
//

}//-------------------------------------------------------unsigned EventExposure::getOverclockBase(QuadCode node) const
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
return expOcBase[node];

// EventExposure
#include "filesscience/eventexposure.H"

)
//-------------------------------------------------------void EventExposure::mapPosition(unsigned
signed& ccdcol) const

// Class EventExposure
// Constructors

//----------------------------

pixrow, unsigned

//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

EventExposure::EventExposure()
//---------------------------

ccdrow = (pixrow * grmul) + groff;
ccdcol = pixcol * gcmul;

}

grmul(l), gcmul(l), groff(O), gcpQuad(BoolFalse),
expNum(~0), expFepTime(~0), expThresholdCnt(-0)

{

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------unsigned EventExposure::getThresholdCnt() const

//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
return expThresholdCnt;

for (unsigned node = 0; node < 4; node++)

{

)

expOcBase[node] = -0;
expOcDelta[node] = 0x80000000;

void EventExposure::copyExpStart(const FEPexpRec* dataptr)
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

}
// Other Operations
//-------------------------------------------------------int EventExposure::getOverclockDelta(QuadCode node) const
//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
return expOcDelta[node];

}//-------------------------------------------------------QuadCode EventExposure: :getQuadrant (unsigned pixcol) const
ft------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
pixcol
pixcol
assert
return

)
//--------------------------------------------------------

*= gcmul;
/= 256;
(pixcol < 4);
QuadCode(pixcol);

{
DebugProbe probe;
assert (dataptr != 0);
assert (dataptr->type == FEP_EXPOSURE_REC);
expNum = dataptr->expnum;
expFepTime = dataptr->timestamp;
expOcBase[0] = dataptr->bias0[0];
expOcBase[1] = dataptr->bias0[1];
expOcBase[2] = dataptr->bias0[2];
expOcBase[3] = dataptr->bias0[31;
expOcDelta[0] = dataptr->dOclk[0];
expOcDelta[l] = dataptr->dOclk[l];
expOcDelta[2] = dataptr->dOclk[2];
expOcDelta[3] = dataptr->dOclk[3];

)//------------------------------------------------------void EventExposure::copyExpEnd(const FEPexpEndRec* dataptr)
//------------------------------------------------------{

pixcol, unsigned&

ccdrow, un

DebugProbe probe;

//

assert (dataptr != 0);
assert (dataptr->type == FEP_EXPOSURE_END_REC);
assert (expNum == dataptr->expnum);
expThresholdCnt = dataptr->thresholds;
expParityErrs = dataptr->parityerrs;
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}
//----------------------------------------unsigned EventExposure::getFepTimestamp()
//-------------------{

const

DebugProbe probe;
return expFepTime;

}
//-------------------------------------------------------

}

void EventExposure: isetGeometry(unsigned rowscale, unsigned colscale, unsigned rowoffset
, QuadMode quadMode)

// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

//------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
grmul = rowscale;
gcmul = colscale;
groff = rowoffset;
gquad = quadMode;
if ((quadMode == QUAD_FULL)
{
gcpQuad = BoolFalse;

}
{
}

||

(quadMode == QUAD_DIAG))

else
gcpQuad = BoolTrue;

}

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------void EventExposure: :setSplitThreshold(unsigned nodeA, unsigned
unsigned nodeD)
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

nodeB, unsigned

nodeC,

{
DebugProbe probe;
split[0]
split[1]
split[2]
split[3]

=
=
=
=

nodeA;
nodeB;
nodeC;
nodeD;

}// ------------------------------------------------unsigned EventExposure:: getExposureNumber () const
// -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
return expNum;

}// ------------------------------------------------------void EventExposure: :getGeometry(unsigned&
offset, QuadMode& nodeSelect) const

rowscale, unsignedfic

//------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
rowscale = grmul;
colscale = gcmul;
rowoffset = groff;
nodeSelect = gquad;

colscale, unsigned&

row
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//
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/eventexposure.H,v
//
eventexposure.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:13 jimf Exp
//
eventexposure.H,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:13 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//
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// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/eventexposure.H

//

#ifndef eventexposure_h
#define eventexposure_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"
#include "/acis/h3/acisfs/reviews/design-code/fepSciTimed/fepBep.h"
class FEPexpRec;
class FEPexpEndRec;

// Class EventExposure
//
// Documentation:
//
This class maintains exposure and some science run
//
geometry information.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class EventExposure
{
public:
// Constructors
EventExposure();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockDelta
//
This function returns the signed delta-overclock value
//
computed for the CCD output node indexed by node.

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
An exposure start record must have been received,
virtual int getOverclockDelta(QuadCode node) const;
// Documentation:
//
getQuadrant
//
This function maps the pixel column, pixcol, to an
//
output node and returns the node identifier.

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
setGeometry must have been called.
virtual QuadCode getQuadrant(unsigned pixcol) const;
// Documentation:
//
getSplitThreshold
//
This function returns the split threshold associated

with the output node, node.

//
// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
setSplitThreshold must have been called,
virtual unsigned getSplitThreshold(QuadCode node) const;
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockBase
//
This function returns the overclock base value for the
//
output node specified bynode.

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
An exposure start record must have been processed via
//
attachExpStart
virtual unsigned getOverclockBase(QuadCode node) const;
// Documentation:
//
mapPosition
//
This function maps the clocked pixel position into CCD
//
coordinates, pixrow and pixcol are the clocked pixel
//
row and column values. Upon returning, this function
//
sets ccdrow and ccdcol to the corresponding CCD row
//
and column position.

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
setGeometry must have been called.
virtual void mapPosition(unsigned pixrow, unsigned pixcol, unsigned&
ned& ccdcol) const;
// Documentation:
//
getThresholdCnt
//
This function returns the number of pixels above
//
threshold in the last processed exposure.

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Preconditions:
//
An exposure end must have been processed, using
//
attachExpEnd.
virtual unsigned getThresholdCnt() const;
// Documentation:
//
copyExpStart
//
This function loads the exposure information from the
//
FEP-produced Exposure Start Record, pointed to by
//
dataptr.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void copyExpStart(const FEPexpRec* dataptr);
// Documentation:
//
copyExpEnd
//
This function copies information for the FEP produced
//
Exposure End record.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void copyExpEnd(const FEPexpEndRec* dataptr);
// Documentation:
//
setGeometry
//
This function stores the run geometry information into
//
this instance, and uses quadMode to determine how to
//
handle overclocks reported by the FEP.
//
rowscale and colscale arethe row and column scale
//
factors for the run. rowoffset is the starting offset
//
of the first row clocked out of the CCD. quadMode is
//
the quadrant selection for the run (Full, AC, BD, or
//
Diag).

ccdrow, unsig
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//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setGeometry(unsigned rowscale, unsigned colscale, unsigned rowoffset, Q
uadMode quadMode);
// Documentation:
//
setSplitThreshold
//
This function sets the split threshold for each of the
//
CCD output nodes. nodeA, nodeB, nodeC, and nodeD are
//
the threshold values for nodes A, B, C and D
//
respectively. If only two nodes are in use for the
//
run, the values for A and C should be the same, and
//
the values for B and D should be the same.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setSplitThreshold (unsigned nodeA, unsigned
signed nodeD) ;
// Documentation:
//
getExposureNumber
//
This function returns the current exposure number.

// Documentation:
//
gcmul
//
This is a copy of the column scale factor supplied by
//
setGeometry.
unsigned gcmul;
// Documentation:
//
groff
//
This is a copy of the CCD row offset, supplied by
//
setGeometry.
unsigned groff;

nodeB, unsigned

nodeC, un

//

// Concurrency:
Synchronous
// Semantics:
//
An exposure start record must have been processed
//
using attachExpStart.
virtual unsigned getExposureNumber() const;
// Documentation:
//
getGeometry
//
This function returns the exposure geometry values.
//
Upon return, rowscale and colscale contain the row and
//
column scaling factors, rowoffset contains the CCD row
//
offset, and nodeSelect contains the output node mode
//
selection (Full,Diag,AC,BD).

Boolean gcpQuad;
// Documentation:
//
split
//
This array contains the split thresholds for the run.
unsigned

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void getGeometry (unsigned& rowscale, unsigned& colscale, unsigned^
set, QuadModefc nodeSelect) const;
// Documentation:
//
getFepTimestamp
//
This
function returns the FEP time-stamp associated
//
with the exposure.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getFepTimestamp() const;
// Additional Public Declarations

// Documentation:
//
gcpQuad
//
This flag indicates whether or not to replicate the
//
quadrant overclock values supplied by the FEP. If
//
setGeometry indicates use of all four output nodes,
//
this value is BoolFalse. If it indicates use of only
//
two output nodes, this flag is set to BoolTrue, and
//
overclock 0 reported by the FEP is copied into slots
//
for nodes A and B, and overclock 1 is copied into
//
slots for nodes C and D.

rowoff

// Documentation:
//
expNum
//
This variable contains the last reported exposure
//
number.
unsigned expNum;
// Documentation:
//
expOcBase
//
This array contains the base overclock values for the
//
run.
unsigned

protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
grmul
//
This contains a copy of the row scale factor supplied
//
by setGeometry.
unsigned grmul;

split[4];

expOcBase[4];

// Documentation:
//
expOcDelta
//
This array contains the last reported delta-overclock
//
values.
int

expOcDelta[4);

// Documentation:
//
expFepTime
//
This variable
//
value

contains the

last reported FEPtimestamp

// Documentation:
//
expThresholdCnt
//
This variable contains the

last reported pixels above

unsigned expFepTime;
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//

threshold count.

unsigned expThresholdCnt;
// Documentation:
//
This is the quadrant mode configured for the exposure.
QuadMode gquad;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
#endif

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/filter.C,v
//
filter.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:18 jimf Exp
//
filter.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:18 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//
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return rejected;

) -------------------------------//
unsigned Filter::getAcceptCnt()
//-------------------------------{

Module Body Filter (Package)
return accepted;

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filter.C
//

// Filter
#include "filesscience/filter.H"

// Class Filter
// Constructors

//------------Filter::Filter()
//------------

accepted(O),
rejected(O)

{
)
// Destructor
//------------------------Filter::-Filter()

//-------------{
)

// Other Operations
// ---------------void Filter::reject(unsigned cnt)

//-------------------------------{
rejected += cnt;

)
//-------------------------------void Filter::accept(unsigned cnt)
//-------------------------------------------------------

{
accepted += cnt;

}
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//-------------------------------unsigned Filter::getDiscardCnt()
//-------------------------------{

}
//-------------------------------void Filter::resetCounters()
//-------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
accepted = 0;
rejected = 0;

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

filter.H.pretty
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned getAcceptCnt();
// Documentation:
//
reset
//
This function resets the data element accept and
//
reject counters to 0.

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/f ilesscience/filter .H,v
//
filter.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:24 jimf Exp
//
filter.Hfv
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:24 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP

//
//
//
//
//

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void resetCounters();
// Additional Public Declarations
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Module Specification Filter (Package)

protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filter.H
//
#ifndef filter_h
#define filter_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

// Class Filter
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class Filter
{
public:
// Constructors
Filter();
// Destructor
virtual -FilterO;
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
discard
//
This function increments the filter's discard counter
//
by the amount specified by cnt.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void reject(unsigned cnt);
// Documentation:
//
accept
//
This functionincrements
the filter's accept counter
//
by amountspecified
bycnt.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void accept(unsigned cnt);
// Documentation:
//
getDiscardCnt
//
This function returns the number of items rejected by
//
the filter so-far.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned getDiscardCnt () ;
// Documentation:
//
getAcceptCnt
//
This function returns the number of events accepted by
//
the filter so far.

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private: // implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
accepted
//
This variable contains the number of items accepted by
//
the filter so far.
unsigned accepted;
// Documentation:
//
rejected
//
This variable contains the number of items rejected by
//
the filter so far.
unsigned rejected;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

);
#endif
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//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/filtergrade.C,v
//
fi1tergrade. C, v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:29 jimf Exp
//
filtergrade.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:29 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//
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// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filtergrade.C
//

// FilterGrade
#include "filesscience/filtergrade.H"

// Class FilterGrade
// Constructors

//-----------------------FilterGrade: .’FilterGrade()
//-----------------------

(
)
// Other Operations
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Boolean FilterGrade::filterEvent(PixelEvent&event)
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
)

//------------------------------------------------void FilterGrade: :disableAll()
//-------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;

)
//--------------------------------------void FilterGrade: :allow(GradeCode code)
//--------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

}
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

filtergrade.H.pretty
// Additional Protected Declarations
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/conf igcntl/models/filesscience/filtergrade.H,v
//
filtergrade.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:33 jimf Exp
//
filtergrade.H,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:33 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
grades
//
This array contains one element for each possible
//
grade code (in a 3x3 event), and is indexed by grade
//
code. If an element is 0, then events with the
//
corresponding grade code areto be rejected.
If the
//
element is not 0, then theevent is
accepted for
//
further processing.
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Module Specification FilterGrade (Package)

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filtergrade.H
//
#ifndef filtergrade_h
tdefine filtergrade_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

unsigned char

grades[256];

// Additional Implementation Declarations
// PixelEvent
#include "filesscience/pixelevent.H”
// Filter
#include "filesscience/filter.H"

// Class FilterGrade
//
// Documentation:
//
This class is responsible for filtering events based
//
on their grade code.
// Concurrency:
Guarded
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class FilterGrade : public Filter
{
public:
// Constructors
FilterGrade();
// Other Operations
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean filterEvent(PixelEvent&event);
// Documentation:
//
disableAll
//
This function causes all grade codes to be rejected.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void disableAll();
// Documentation:
//
allow
//
This functioncauses
the filter to accept events with
//
the grade codespecified by code.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void allow(GradeCode code);
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:

};
#endif

filterph.C.pretty

Pill
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/filterph.C,v
//
filterph.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:39 jimf Exp
//
filterph.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:39 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//
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// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filterph.C

//

// FilterPh
iinclude "filesscience/filterph.H"

// Class FilterPh
// Constructors
//-----------------------------FilterPh::FilterPh()
//----------------

{
)
// Other Operations
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Boolean FilterPh::filterEvent(PixelEventfc event)

//------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
Boolean retval = BoolTrue;
unsigned ph = event.getPulseHeight();
if ((ph >= lowerLimit) && (ph < upperLimit))

{

)
{

accept (1);
retval = BoolTrue;

else

)

reject (1);
retval = BoolFalse;

return retval;

)
//------------------------------------------------------void FilterPh::setLimits(unsigned lowerBound, unsigned
//------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

range)

lowerLimit = lower Bound;
upperLimit = lowerBound + range;

}
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

fllterph.H.pretty
virtual void setLimits(unsigned lowerBound, unsigned
// Additional Public Declarations

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/filterph.H, v
//
filterph.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:45 jimf Exp
//
filterph.H#v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:45 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP i

//
//
//
//
//

protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations
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Module Specification FilterPh (Package)

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filterph.H

//

unsigned lowerLimit;

#ifndef filterph_h
tdefine filterph_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

unsigned upperLimit;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

// PixelEvent
#include "filesscience/pixelevent.H
// Filter
#include "filesscience/filter.H"

// Class FilterPh
//
// Documentation:
//
This class is responsible for filtering events based
//
on their total pulse height.
// Concurrency:
Guarded
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class FilterPh : public Filter
{
public:
// Constructors
FilterPh();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
filterEvent
//
This function filters the pixel event, event, based on
//
its total pulse height. If the event's pulse height is
//
outside the configured limits of the filter, the event
//
is rejected, and this function returns BoolFalse. If
//
the event's pulse height is within the filter's
//
limits, the event is accepted, and the function
//
returns BoolTrue.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean filterEvent(PixelEventfic event);
// Documentation:
//
setLimits
//
This function sets the lower and upper pulse height
//
limits of the filter. Events whose energy is greater
//
than or equal to lowerBound, and less than lowerBound
//
+ range are accepted. All others are rejected.

//

// Concurrency:

Guarded

);
#endif

range)

filterwindow.C.pretty
if (minCol < window[win-1].minCol)

{
}
if
{
}

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/filterwindow.C,v
//
filterwindow.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:50 jimf Exp
//
filterwindow.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:50 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

minCol = window [win-1 ] . minCol ;
(maxCol > window[win-1].maxCol)
maxCol = window[win-1].maxCol;

unsigned pixels = minCol - maxCol;
if (window!win-1].sample == 0)

If
//
II

{
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// Module Body filterwindow (Package)

pixelRow.acceptRegion (minCol, maxCol);
accept(pixels);

}
(

If

else

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filterwindow.C

pixelRow.discardRegion (minCol, maxCol);
reject(pixels);

If

}

break;

// filterwindow
#include "filesscience/filterwindow.H"

// Class Filterwindow
// Constructors

//-------------------------Filterwindow: :Filterwindow()
//-------------------------

}
//--------------------------------------------------Boolean Filterwindow::filterEvent(PixelEvent&event)
//--------------------------------------------------{
//--- No windows, do not bother, accept the event---if (windowCnt == 0)

{
}

windowCnt(0)

(
}
// Other Operations
//----------------------------------------------void Filterwindow: : f ilterRow(PixelRowfcpixelRow)
//
{
//--- No windows, do not bother---if (windowCnt == 0)

{
)

return;

unsigned row;
unsigned minCol;
unsigned maxCol;
pixelRow.getRange (row, minCol, maxCol);
//-- For each window---for (unsigned win = windowCnt; win != 0; win—)
{
// — If event within window bounds —
if ((row >= window [win-1 ] .minRow) &&
(row <= window [win-1] .maxRow) &&
(minCol <= window [win-1] .maxCol) &&
(maxCol >= window [win-1] .minCol))

{

return BoolTrue;

unsigned evrow;
// Event CCD Row
unsigned evcol;
// Event CCD Column
// — Get the event's CCD position —
event.getCcdPosition (evrow, evcol);
Boolean retval = BoolTrue;
// — For each window —
for (unsigned win = 0; win < windowCnt; win++)

{

// - If event
if ((evcol >=
(evcol <=
(evrow >=
(evrow <=

{

within window bounds window[win].minCol) &&
window [win] .maxCol) &&
window [win] .minRow) &&
window[win].maxRow))

If- Advance event modulo counter and test if (window [win] .eventCnt < window [win] .sample)

{

)
{

window[win] .eventCnt++;
II- Either reject window, or skip count not reached reject(1);
retval = BoolFalse;

else
window[win].eventCnt = 0;
if (window[win].phFiIter.filterEvent (event) == BoolFalse)
{
reject(1);
retval = BoolFalse;

)

filterwindow.C.pretty
else

{

accept(1);
retval = BoolTrue;

}
//
Boolean FilterWindow: :addWindow(unsigned minRow, unsigned minCol, unsigned nrows, unsign
ed ncols, unsigned sample, unsigned lowerPh, unsigned phRange)

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
#define NWINDOWS sizeof(window)/sizeof(window[0])
if (windowCnt < NWINDOWS)

{

}

window [windowCnt] .minRow = minRow;
window[windowCnt].minCol = minCol;
window [windowCnt] .maxRow = minRow + nrows - 1;
window[windowCnt].maxCol = minRow + ncols - 1;
window[windowCnt].sample = sample;
window[windowCnt].eventCnt = 0;
window[windowCnt].phFilter.setLimits (lowerPh, phRange);
windowCnt++;
return BoolTrue;

return BoolFalse;

}
//
void
//
{

FilterWindow::resetWindows()

windowCnt = 0;

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

// Class Windowlnfo
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

filterwindow.H.pretty
unsigned sample;
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/conf igcntl /models/filesscience/filterwindow.H,v
//
£i1terwindow. H, v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:55 jimf Exp
//
filterwindow.H,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:58:55 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//

// Documentation:
//
This is the number of events intersecting the window
//
so far. This count is zeroed when it reaches sample,
//
and increments with each processed event which
//
intersects the window.
unsigned eventCnt;
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// Additional Public Declarations

Module Specification filterwindow (Package)
protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations

It Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/filterwindow.H

//

#ifndef filterwindow_h
#define filterwindow_h 1
It Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h“

private:
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Additional Implementation Declarations
// PixelEvent
#include "filesscience/pixelevent.H"
// Filter
#include "filesscience/filter.H"
// FilterPh
#include "filesscience/filterph.H"
// PixelRow
#include "filesscience/pixelrow.H”

// Class Windowlnfo
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class Windowlnfo
{
public:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Data Members for Has Relationships
unsigned minRow;

unsigned maxRow;

unsigned minCol;

};
// Class FilterWindow
//
// Documentation:
//
This class is responsible for filtering events and
//
raw-mode pixel rows based on a collection of windows.
// Concurrency:
Guarded
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class FilterWindow : public Filter
{
public:
// Constructors
FilterWindow();
It Other Operations
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void filterRow(PixelRow&pixelRow);

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean filterEvent(PixelEvent&event);

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean addWindow(unsigned minRow, unsigned minCol, unsigned nrows, unsigned
ncols, unsigned sample, unsigned lowerPh, unsigned phRange);

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void resetWindows();
// Additional Public Declarations

unsigned maxCol;
protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations
FilterPh phFilter;
// Documentation:
It
This is the sample limit for the window.

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private: // implementation
It Data Members for Has Relationships
Windowlnfo

window[64];

unsigned windowCnt;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

);
#endif
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unsigned PhHistogram::getOverclockMean(QuadCode quadrant) const
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/phhistogram.C, v
//
phhistogram.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:19 jimf Exp
//
phhistogram.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:19 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

//-------------------------------------------------------(
DebugProbe probe;
return ocMean [ quadrant ];

)
//-------------------------------------------------------unsigned PhHistogram::getOverclockVariance(QuadCode quadrant)
//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

Module Body PhHistogram (Package)

return ocVar [quadrant];

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/phhistogram.C
//

)
//-------------------------------------------------------void PhHistogram::copyHeader(const FEPeventRecHist* record,
//-------------------------------------------------------{

// PhHistogram
#include "filesscience/phhistogram.H"

DebugProbe probe;
assert (record != 0);
assert (record->type == FEP_EVENT_REC_HIST);
expStart = record->expfirst;
expEnd = record->explast;
switch (mode)

// Class PhHistogram
// Constructors
//-----------------------------------------PhHistogram::PhHistogram()
//-----------------------

{

(
)
// Destructor
//------------------------PhHistogram::-PhHistogram()
//-------------------------------------------

{
}
//------------------------------------------------------unsigned PhHistogram::getOverclockMin(QuadCode quadrant)
//------------------------------------------------------{
// Other Operations

const

DebugProbe probe;
return ocMin[quadrant];

}
//
unsigned PhHistogram::getOverclockMax(QuadCode quadrant) const
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
return ocMax[quadrant];

}
//

const

case QUAD_FULL:
case QUAD_DIAG:
ocMin[ONODE_A] = record->omin[0];
ocMax[ONODE_A] = record->omax[0];
ocMean[ONODE_A] = record->omean[0];
ocVar[ONODE_A] = record->ovar[0];
ocMin[ONODE_B] = record->omin[l];
ocMax[ONODE_B] = record->omax[1];
ocMean[ONODE_B] = record->omean[l];
ocVar[ONODE_B] = record->ovar[1];
ocMin[ONODE_C] = record->omin[2];
ocMax[ONODE_C] = record->omax[2];
ocMean[ONODE_C] = record->omean[2];
ocVar[ONODE_C] = record->ovar[2];
ocMin[ONODE_B] = record->omAn[B];
ocMax[ONODE_D] = record->omax[3];
ocMean[ONODE_D] = record->omean[3];
ocVar[ONODE_D] = record->ovar[3];
break;
case QUAD^C:
ocMin[ONODE_A] = record->omin[0];
ocMax[ONODE_A] = record->omax[0];
ocMean[0N0DE_A] = record->omean[0];
ocVar[ONODE_A] = record->ovar[0];
ocMin[ONODE_C] = record->omin[l];
ocMax[ONODE_C] = record->omax[1];
ocMean[ONODE_C] = record->omean[1];
ocVar[ONODE_C] = record->ovar[1];
break;
case QUAD_BD:
ocMin[ONODE_B] = record->omin[0];
ocMax[ONODE_B] = record->omax[0];
ocMean[ONODE_B] = record->omean[0];
ocVar[ONODE_B] = record->ovar[0];
ocMin[ONODE_D] = record->omin[l];

QuadMode mode)

phhistogram.C.pretty

}

ocMax[ONODE_D] = record->omax(l];
ocMean[ONODE_D] = record->omean[l];
ocVar[ONODE_D] = record->ovar[1];
break;

}
//----------------------------------------------unsigned PhHistogram:sgetExposureStart() const
//----------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
return expStart;

)//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------unsigned PhHistogram::getExposureEnd() const

//----------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
return expEnd;

}

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------unsigned PhHistogram::getExposureCount() const

//----------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
return 0;

}
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

phhistogram.H.pretty
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/phhistograra.H, v
//
phhistogram.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:24 jimf Exp
//
phhistogram.H, v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:24 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
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//
// Module Specification PhHistogram (Package)
//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/phhistogram.H

//
#ifndef phhistogram_h
#define phhistogram_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"
#include "fep/fepBep.h"
class FEPeventRecHist;

// Class PhHistogram
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents a histogram of pixel pulse
//
heights.
/ / Concurrency:
Guarded
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PhHistogram

{

public:
// Constructors
PhHistogram ();
// Destructor
virtual -PhHistogram ();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockMin
//
This function returns the minimum overclock level
//
detected from quadrant.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getOverclockMin(QuadCode quadrant) const;
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockMax
//
This function returns the maximum overclock level
//
detected from quadrant.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getOverclockMax(QuadCode quadrant) const;
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockMean
//
This function returns the mean overclock level from
//
quadrant.
//
Guarded
// Concurrency:

virtual unsigned getOverclockMean(QuadCode quadrant) const;
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockVariance
//
This function returns the variance of the overclocks
//
from quadrant.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getOverclockVariance(QuadCode quadrant) const;
// Documentation:
//
copyHeader
//
This function copies the header information into its
//
state variables from the histogram record,record.
//
mode indicates which quadrants were used to build the
//
histograms.

//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void copyHeader(const FEPeventRecHist* record, QuadMode mode);
// Documentation:
//
getExposureStart
//
This function returns the exposure number of the first
//
exposure accumulated into the histogram.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getExposureStart() const;
// Documentation:
//
getExposureEnd
//
This function returns the exposure number of the last
//
exposure added to the histogram.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getExposureEnd() const;
// Documentation:
//
getExposureCount
//
This function returns the number of exposures actually
//
integrated in the histogram.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual unsigned getExposureCount() const;
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
This is a copy of the histogram's overclock mean
//
values.
unsigned

ocMean[4];

// Documentation:
//
This is a copy of the minimum overclock levels from
//
each quadrant.
unsigned

ocMin[4] ;
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// Documentation:
//
This is a copy of the overclock variance levels from
//
each quadrant.
unsigned

ocVar[4];

// Documentation:
//
These are the maximum overclocks from each quadrant
unsigned

ocMax[4];

// Documentation:
//
This is the startingexposurenumber
//
the histogram.

used

to compute

unsigned expStart;
// Documentation:
//
This is the number of the lastexposure used
//
the histogram.
unsigned expEnd;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
#endif

to build
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// --- Right pixel --lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[2], dataPtr->b[2], doclk[2]);
if (lph >= split[1])

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/pixellx3.C,v
//
pixel1x3.C, v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:29 jimf Exp
//
pixellx3.C,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:29 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//

//

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

//
// Module Body Pixel1x3 (Package)

//

{

)

vGrade |= 2;
vPh += lph;

}
//-------------------------------------------------------void Pixellx3::attachData(FEPeventReclx3* dataptr, EventExposure*exposure)
//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixellx3.C

assert (dataptr != 0);
assert (exposure != 0);
dataPtr = dataptr;
setup (exposure, dataPtr->row, dataPtr->col);
int
doclk[3];
unsigned split[2];
doclk[0] = split[0] = 0;
QuadCode quad = ONODE_A;
if (dataPtr->col > 0)

//

// Pixellx3
#include "filesscience/pixellx3 .H"

// Class Pixellx3
// Constructors

{

//----------------Pixel1x3::Pixel1x3()
//----------------

}

quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col);
doclk[l] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);
quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col);
doclk[2] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);
splitU] = exposure->getSplitThreshold (quad);
computePhGrade (doclk, split);

PixelEvent()

{
}
// Destructor
//------------------Pixel1x3::~Pixellx3()
//--------------------------------

quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col - 1);
doclk[0] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);
split[0] = exposure->getSplitThreshold (quad);

}

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------unsigned Pixellx3::getPixel(unsigned column)
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------

(

{

assert (dataPtr != 0);
assert (column < 3);
return dataPtr->p[column];

}
// Other Operations
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------void Pixel 1x3 :: computePhGrade (int doclk[3], unsigned split [2])
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{

)

// --------------------------------------------------------------------------------unsigned Pixel1x3::getBias(unsigned column)

// ----------------------------------------------{

DebugProbe probe;
vPh =0;
// Zero energy
vGrade =0;
// Zero grade
// --- Center pixel --vPh = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[l], dataPtr->b[l], doclk[l]);
//--- Left pixel----int lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[0], dataPtr->b[0], doclk[0]);
if (lph >= split[0])

(

)

vGrade = 1 ;
vPh += lph;

assert (dataPtr != 0);
assert (column < 3);
return dataPtr->p[column];

}
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

pixel 1 x3 .H.pretty
// Documentation:
//
computePhGrade
//
This function computes the pulse height and grade of
//
the 1x3 event, doclk are the delta-overclock values
//
for pixels in the left, center and right columns of
//
the 1x3 event, split are the split-thresholds for the
//
the left and right most columns only.

//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/pixellx3.H,v
//
pixel1x3.H, v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:34 jimf Exp
//
pixel1x3.H, v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:34 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//
//
//
//

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void computePhGrade(int doclk[3], unsigned split[2])
// Additional Protected Declarations

Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995
Module Specification Pixellx3 (Package)

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixellx3.H

//

#ifndef pixellx3_h
#define pixellx3_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include “acis.h"

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
This is a pointer to the FEP 1x3 event record,

// PixelEvent
#include "filesscience/pixelevent.H“
class FEPeventReclx3;

const FEPeventReclx3 *dataPtr;

// Class Pixellx3
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents a 1x3 continuous clocking event.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class Pixellx3 : public PixelEvent

unsigned pixcol;

{

// Documentation:
//
This is the pixel column position of the event,

public:
// Constructors
Pixel1x3();
// Destructor
virtual ~Pixellx3{);
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
attachData
//
This function sets the event's data pointer to the 1x3
//
event record produced bytheFront
End Processor, and
//
associates the event with theexposure
information
//
contained in
exposure.

//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void attachData(FEPeventReclx3* dataptr, EventExposure*exposure);
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned getPixel(unsigned column);

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned getBias(unsigned
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations

column);

// Documentation:
//
This is the pixel row position, relative to the start
//
of the 512 row continuous clocking block.
unsigned pixrow;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
#endif
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If
ft
//
*
*
*

/acis/h3/acisfs/con£ igcntl/models/filesscience/pixel3x3 .C, v
pixel3x3.C,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:40 jimf Exp
pixel3x3.C,v
Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:40 jimf
Completed initial cut for all modes.
Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

//
//

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

ft
If Module Body Pixel3x3 (Package)
ft

gradeEdgePixel (lph, split[1], GRADE_BC, comer[2], comer[3]);
//--- Comer: Top Left---lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[0][0], dataPtr->b[0][0], doclk[0]);
gradeComerPixel (lph, split[0], GRADE_TL, comer[0]);
//--- Comer: Top Right---lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[0][2], dataPtr->b[0][2], doclk[2]);
gradeComerPixel (lph, spl i t [ 2 ], GRADE_TR, comer (1 ]) ;
// --- Corner: Bottom Left ---lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr~>p[2][0], dataPtr->b[2][0], doclkfO]);
gradeComerPixel (lph, split [0], GRADE_BL, corner [2] );
If--- Comer: Bottom Right---lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[2J[2], dataPtr->b[2][2], doclk(2]);
gradeComerPixel (lph, split[2], GRADE_BR, comer[3]);

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixel3x3 .C

}//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ft

unsigned Pixel 3x3 :: get Pixel (unsigned row, unsigned col) const

//-------------------------------------------------------(

// Pixel3x3
#include “filesscience/pixel3x3 .H"

DebugProbe probe;
assert
assert
assert
return

// Class Pixel3x3
ft Constructors

//-----------------

(dataPtr != 0);
(row < 3);
(col < 3);
dataPtr->p[row][col];

}
//-------------------------------------------------------unsigned Pixel3x3::getBias(unsigned row, unsigned col) const
//-------------------------------------------------------{

Pixel3x3::Pixel3x3()
//----------------

DebugProbe probe;
PixelEvent()

{
)
// ------------------------------------------------------void Pixel3x3::computePhGrade(int doclk[3], unsigned split[3])
// ------------------------------------------------------{
// Other Operations

DebugProbe probe;
// Allow corner pixel flags
Boolean comer[4] =

{
);

BoolFalse, BoolFalse, BoolFalse, BoolFalse

vPh =0;
// Zero energy
vGrade =0;
// Zero grade
ft--- Center pixel----vPh = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[l] [1], dataPtr->b[l][1], doclk[l));
//--- Edge: Top----int lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[0][1], dataPtr->b[0][1], doclkflj);
gradeEdgePixel (lph, split[1], GRADEJTC, comer[0], comerfl]);
ft--- Edge: Left and Right Pixels----lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[l][0], dataPtr->b[l][0], doclk[0]);
gradeEdgePixel (lph, split[0], GRADE__L, corner[0], comer[2]);
lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[l][2], dataPtr->b[l][2], doclk[2]);
gradeEdgePixel (lph, split[2], GRADE_R, comer[l], comer[3]);
//--- Edge: Bottom----lph = correctPixelPh (dataPtr->p[2][1], dataPtr->b[2][1], doclk[l]);

assert
assert
assert
return

(dataPtr != 0);
(row < 3);
(col < 3);
dataPtr->b[row][col];

}//-------------------------------------------------------void Pixel3x3::attachData(FEPeventRec3x3* dataptr, EventExposure*
//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
assert (dataptr != 0);
assert (exposure != 0);
dataPtr = dataptr;
setup (exposure, dataPtr->row, dataPtr->col);
int
doclk[3] ;
unsigned split[3];
doclk[0] = split[0] = 0;
QuadCode quad = ONODE_A;
if (dataPtr->col > 0)

{

)

quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col - 1);
doclk[0] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);
split[0] = exposure->getSplitThreshold (quad);

quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col);
doclk[l] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);
split[l] = exposure->getSplitThreshold (quad);
quad = exposure->getQuadrant (dataPtr->col);
doclk[2] = exposure->getOverclockDelta (quad);

exposure)
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split[2] = exposure->getSplitThreshold (quad);
computePhGrade (doclk, split);

)
// ------------------------------------------------------void Pixel3x3::gradeEdgePixel(int corrected, unsigned threshold, unsigned gradeBit, Bool
ean& comerl, Boolean^ comer2)
// -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;

//
{

--- If corrected pulse height greater than split, process it --if (corrected >= threshold)

)

vGrade |= 1 « gradeBit;
vPh += corrected;
comerl = BoolTrue;
comer2 = BoolTrue;

//
//
//
//

Set corresponding grade code bit
Add to total pulse height of event
Enable use of 1st adjacent corner
Enable use of 2nd adjacent corner

)

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------void Pixel3x3 : :gradeComerPixel (int corrected, unsigned threshold, unsigned gradeBit, Bo
olean phEnabled)

//--------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

// --- If corrected pulse height greater than split, process it --if (corrected >= threshold)

{

)

vGrade |= 1 « gradeBit;
// Set corresponding grade code bit
//-- If an adjacent edge pixel used, add comer pulse height---if (phEnabled == BoolTrue)

{
)

vPh += corrected;

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

pixel3x3 .H.pretty
//
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/configcntl/models/filesscience/pixel3x3.H, v
//
pixel3x3.H,v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:45 jimf Exp
//
pixel3x3.H,v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:45 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void attachData(FEPeventRec3x3*
// Additional Public Declarations

exposure);

// Grade Code Bits

//

//

//
//
//
//

dataptr, EventExposure*

-101
------

// -1 | 0 1 2

//

Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995
Module Specification Pixel3x3 (Package)

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixel3x3.H

//

#ifndef pixel3x3_h
#define pixel3x3_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

// 0 j 3
4
// 1 j 5 6 7
enum GradeBit
{
GRADE_TL =
GRADE_TC =
GRADE_TR =
GRADE_L =
GRADE_R =
GRADE_BL =
GRADE_BC =
GRADE_BR =

};

0,
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Top Left
Top Center
Top Right
Center Left
Center Right
Bottom Left
Bottom Center
Bottom Right

#include "fep/fepBep.h"
// PixelEvent
#include “filesscience/pixelevent.H"

// Class Pixel3x3
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents a 3x3 event, produced by a Front
//
End Processor.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class Pixel3x3 : public PixelEvent
{
public:
// Constructors
Pixel 3x3 () ;
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
getPixel
//
This function returns the pulse height of the pixel
//
located at [row][col], where row and col are either 0,
//
1 or 2.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
unsigned getPixel(unsigned row, unsigned col) const;
// Documentation:
//
getBias
//
This function returns the pixel bias located at
//
[row][col], where row and col are either 0, 1 or 2.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
unsigned getBias (unsigned row, unsigned col) const;
// Documentation:
//
attachData
//
This function sets the event's data pointer to the 3x3
//
event record produced bythe Front
End Processor, and
//
associates the event withthe exposure
information
//
contained in
exposure.

protected:
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
computePhGrade
//
This function computes the pulse height and grade of
//
the 3x3 event, doclk are the delta-overclock values
//
for pixels in the left, center and right columns of
//
the 3x3 event, split are the split-thresholds for the
//
corresponding columns.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void computePhGrade(int doclk[3], unsigned split[3]);
// Documentation:
//
gradeEdgePixel
//
This function compares the corrected pixel pulse
//
height, corrected, against the split threshold,
//
threshold. If corrected is greater than or equal to
//
threshold, the function sets the bit, indexed by
//
gradeBit, in the event's grade code, vGrade, adds the
//
corrected pulse height to the total for the event,
//
vPh, and sets the two corner pixel flags to BoolTrue,
//
indicating that either pixel may be considered as part
//
of the event.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
void gradeEdgePixel(int corrected, unsigned threshold, unsigned gradeBit, Boolean*
ornerl, Boolean* corner2);
// Documentation:
//
gradeCornerPixel
//
This function compares the corrected pixel pulse
//
height, corrected, with the split threshold,
//
threshold. If corrected is greater than threshold, the
//
function sets the bit indexed by gradeBit, into the
//
event's grade code, vGrade. Also, if phEnabled is
//
BoolTrue (i.e. an adjacent edge pixel is also above
//
split threshold), it adds the corrected pulse height
//
to the total pulse height of the event, vPh.

c

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
void gradeCornerPixel(int corrected, unsigned threshold, unsigned gradeBit, Boolean p
hEnabled);

// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private: // implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
pixrow
//
This is the pixel row of the event, as reported by the
//
FEP.
unsigned pixrow;
// Documentation:
//
pixcol
//
This is the pixel column of the center of the event,
//
as reported by the FEP.
unsigned pixcol;
// Documentation:
//
This points to the 3x3 FEP to BEP record containing
//
the event information.
const FEPeventRec3x3*dataPtr;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
#endif
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colOut = ccdcol;
//
/acis/h3/acisfs/conf igcntl/models/f ilesscience/pixelevent .C,v
// pixelevent. C, v 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:51 jimf Exp
// pixelevent .C, v
* Revision 1.1 1995/10/23 16:59:51 jimf
* Completed initial cut for all modes.
* Update management to support radiation monitor and simplified FEP interface.

)
//-------------------------------------------------------int PixelEvent: :correctPixelPh(unsigned pixelPh, unsigned biasPh, int deltaOc) const
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
// --- If bias invalid, return -1, else return corrected ph --if (biasPh >= BIAS_BAD)

//
//

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

//

{

// Module Body PixelEvent (Package)

return -1;
)
return pixelPh - (biasPh + deltaOc);

//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixelevent.C
//

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------void PixelEvent: : setup (EventExposure*

exposure, unsigned pixrow, unsigned pixcol)

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// PixelEvent
#include "filesscience/pixelevent .H"

{

DebugProbe probe;
assert (exposure != 0);
unsigned rmul;
unsigned cmul;
unsigned subarrayStart;
QuadMode nodeSelect;
exposure->getGeometry (rmul, cmul, subarrayStart, nodeSelect);
ccdrow = (pixrow * rmul) + subarrayStart;
ccdcol = (pixcol * cmul);

// Class PixelEvent
// Constructors
//-------------------------------------PixelEvent::PixelEvent()
//---------------------

)

vPh (0),
vGrade (0),
ccdrow (0),
ccdcol (0)

// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

(
)
//------------------------------------------------------unsigned PixelEvent: : getPulseHeight ()
//------------------------------------------------------{
// Other Operations

return vPh;

)
//------------------------------------------------------GradeCode PixelEvent::getGrade()
//------------------------------------------------------{
return vGrade;

)
// ------------------------------------------------------void PixelEvent::getCcdPosition(unsigned&

rowOut, unsigned&

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

(

rowOut = ccdrow;

colOut)

pixeleventH.pretty
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it
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//
*
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*
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//
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//
// Module Specification PixelEvent (Package)

//

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixelevent.H

//

tifndef pixelevent_h
#define pixelevent_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

// EventExposure
#include "filesscience/eventexposure.H"
typedef unsigned GradeCode;

grid.

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void getCcdPosition(unsigned&
// Additional Public Declarations

rowOut, unsigned^

colOut) ,*

protected:
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
computePixelPh
//
This function computes the corrected pixel pulse
//
height. pixelPh is the raw pixel pulse height, biasPh
//
is the bias value associated with the pixel, and
//
deltaOc is the delta overclock value associated with
//
the pixel. If the bias value is invalid, or if deltaOc
//
is too small, this function will return a negative
//
value.

//
// Concurrency:
Synchronous
int correctPixelPh(unsigned pixelPh, unsigned biasPh, int deltaOc) const;
// Documentation:
//
setup
//
This function sets up the position of the event, based
//
on geometry obtained from the exposure information,
//
exposure, and fromthe row andcolumpixel position
of
//
the event indicated by pixrowandpixcol, respectively.

//
// Class PixelEvent
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents an X-ray event.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PixelEvent
{
public:
// Constructors
PixelEvent();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
getPulseHeight
//
This function determines the total pulse height of an
//
3x3 event.

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned getPulseHeight();
// Documentation:
//
grade
//
This functionreturns the grade of the 3x3 event.

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual GradeCode getGradeO;
// Documentation:
//
getPosition
//
This function returns the CCD pixel position of the
//
center of the event. rowOut is the row (or continous
//
clocking row count) of the center of the event, and
//
colout is set to the column position of the center of
//
the event. If the mode wassumming rows
or columns,
//
the position is scaled to CCDcoordinates, but
//
represents the bottom-left corner of the summed pixel

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setup(EventExposure* exposure, unsigned pixrow, unsigned pixcol);
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
vPh
//
This variable represents the computed pulse height of
//
the event. This variable is only valid if vPhGradeSet
//
is BoolTrue.
unsigned vPh;
// Documentation:
//
vGrade
//
This variable contains the computed grade of the
//
event. This variable is valid only if vPhGradeSet is
//
BoolTrue.
GradeCode vGrade;
// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
ccdrow
//
This variable contains the event's row position, in
//
CCD-coordinates.
unsigned ccdrow;

pixelevent.H.pretty
it Documentation:
//
//

it

ccdcol
This value contains the column position of the event,
in CCD-coordinates.

unsigned ccdcol;

it Additional Implementation Declarations

};
iendif

pixelrow. C. pretty
{
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{
}

sendMask(ii) = MAP_UNSET;

recPtr = dataptr;
ccdRow = (dataptr->row / rmul) + subarrayStart;

}

//
//

for (unsigned ii = 0; ii < maskLimit; ii++)

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

//

unsigned PixelRow:: flagRegion (unsigned mincol, unsigned

// Module Body PixelRow (Package)

//

{

//

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixelrow.C

-------------------------------------------------------------------

maxcol, unsigned char flag)

unsigned pixcol;
unsigned pixcnt;
pixcol = mincol / cmul;
pixcnt = maxcol - mincol + 1;
pixcnt += cmul / 2;
pixcnt /= cmul;
unsigned flagCnt = 0;
for (unsigned ii = 0; ii < pixcnt; ii++)

//
// PixelRow
#include "filesscience/pixelrow.H"

{

// Class PixelRow
// Constructors

if (sendMask[pixcol + ii] == MAP_UNSET)

{

//---------------------

sendMask[pixcol+ii] = flag;
flagCnt++;

PixelRow::PixelRow()
//----------------

}

)

return flagCnt;

}

{

//------------------------------------------------------------------void PixelRow::getRange(unsigned& row, unsigned& mincol, unsigned^
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(

)
// Destructor
//---------------------PixelRow::-PixelRow()

row = ccdRow;
mincol = 0;
maxcol = 1023;

//----------------------

{

)

//-------------------------------------------------------------------

}

void PixelRow: :getNextSendRegion(unsigned&start, unsignedficcount) const

// Other Operations

-----------------------------------------------------------------unsigned PixelRow::discardRegion(unsigned mincol, unsigned
// ------------------------------------------------------------------

//-------------------------------------------------------------------

//

maxcol)

{
return flagRegion (mincol, maxcol, MAP_DISCARD);
)

//-----------------------------------------------------------------unsigned PixelRow::acceptRegion(unsigned mincol, unsigned maxcol)

//

{

-----------------------------------------------------------------return flagRegion (mincol, maxcol, MAP_SEND);

{
DebugProbe probe;
unsigned scan = start + count;
unsigned scancnt = 0;
// --- Assume search fails --start = 0;
count = 0;
// --- Locate first pixel to send --while (scan < maskLimit)
(
if (sendMask[scan] != MAP_DISCARD)

{

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------void PixelRow::attachData(const FEPeventRecRaw* dataptr)
//

------------------------------------------------------------------

)

start = scan;
scan++;
count = 1;
break;

maxcol)
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}

scan++;

//--- Determine number of pixels in the region---while ((scan < maskLimit) &&
(sendMask[scan] != MAP_DISCARD))
(
count++;
scan++;
)
//--- Done----return;

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------void PixelRow;:setup(const EventExposure*exposure)
//

(

-----------------------------------------------------------------DebugProbe probe;

assert (exposure ! = 0);
QuadMode nodeSelect;
exposure->getGeometry (rmul, cmul, subarrayStart, nodeSelect);
maskLimit = 1024 / cmul;

}

// -----------------------------------------------------------------const unsigned short* PixelRow::getPixelPtr(unsigned pixcol) const

//------------------------------------------------------------------

(

DebugProbe probe;
assert (recPtr != 0);
const unsigned short* dataptr = &recPtr->p[pixcol];
return dataptr;

)

//-----------------------------------------------------------------const unsigned short* PixelRow::getOverclockPtr() const
//------------------------------------------------------------------

(
DebugProbe probe;
assert (recPtr != 0);
const unsigned short* dataptr = recPtr->oc;
return dataptr;
)

// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

pixelrow.H.pretty
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//
//
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//
// Module Specification PixelRow (Package)
//

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pixelrow.H

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void attachData(const FEPeventRecRaw*

dataptr);

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual void getRange(unsigned& row, unsignedfit mincol, unsigned&
// Documentation:
//
getNextSendRegion
//
This function obtains the next region of the pixel row
//
which is to be sent to telemetry. Upon calling the
//
function, start is the pixel column position of the
//
last region returned by this function or sent, and
//
count contains the previous region's length. If start
//
and count are zero then this is the first call for the
//
row. Upon retumning, start contains the next region
//
of the row to send and count contains the number of
//
pixels to send in the region.

maxcol);

//

//

#ifndef pixelrow_h
#define pixelrow_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void getNextSendRegion(unsigned&start, unsigned&count) const;
// Documentation:
//
setup
//
This functionsets
up the pixel row, using the
//
information inexposure.

// EventExposure
#include "filesscience/eventexposure.H"

//

// Class PixelRow
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents one row of image pixels.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PixelRow
{
public:
// Constructors
PixelRow();
// Destructor
virtual -PixelRowO;
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
discardRegion
//
This function flags the CCD pixels from mincol to
//
maxcol so they are not sent into telemetry, regardless
//
of subsequent calls to acceptRegion(). mincol and
//
maxcol are expressed in CCD coordinates. This function
//
returns the number of affected pixels.

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setup(const EventExposure*exposure);
// Documentation:
//
getPixelPtr
//
This function returns a pointer to the first pixel in
//
the row corresponding to pixel column, pixcol.
//

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual const unsigned short* getPixelPtr(unsigned pixcol) const;
// Documentation:
//
getOverclockPtr
//
This function returns a pointer to the overclock
//
pixels in the row.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual const unsigned short* getOverclockPtr() const;
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned flagReg ion (unsigned mincol, unsigned
// Additional Protected Declarations

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned discardRegion (unsigned mincol, unsigned maxcol);
// Documentation:
//
acceptRegion
//
This function flags the pixels betweenmincol and
//
maxcol to be sent to telemetry,preventingsubsequent
//
discardRegion() calls from affecting the flagged
//
pixels. This function returns the number of affected
//
pixels.

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
unsigned char

sendMask[1024];

//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual unsigned acceptRegion(unsigned mincol, unsigned maxcol);
//

unsigned ccdRow;

maxcol, unsigned char flag);

pixelrow.Hpretty
// Documentation:
//
This is the row scale factor,
unsigned rmul;
// Documentation:
//
This is the column scaling factor,
unsigned cmul;
// Documentation:
//
This is the scaled mask limit for the row.
unsigned maskLimit;
// Documentation:
//
This is the starting CCD row number for the image,
unsigned subarrayStart;
// Documentation:
//
This points to the FEP raw event record containing the
//
pixel data for the row.
const FEPeventRecRaw*

recPtr;

// Additional Implementation Declarations
enum MapCodes
{
MAP_UNSET,
MAP_DISCARD,
MAP_SEND,

};

};
#endif

// Map value has not been set
// Discard pixel
// Telemeter pixel

pmccfaintlx3.C.pretty
)
break;
default:
retval = PmEvent::processRecord (record);
break;
)
return retval;
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}

//------------------------------------------------------------

//
//
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//

Boolean PmCcFaint1x3::sendEvent(Pixellx3&

//

// Module Body PmCcFaintlx3 (Package)
//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmccfaintlx3.C

DebugProbe probe;

//
(

-- Get buffer (if needed), and set info -if (dataForm.hasBuffer() == BoolFalse)

//

if (waitForPkt (dataForm) == BoolFalse)
{
return BoolFalse;
// Failed

// PmCcFaintlx3
#include *filesscience/pmccfaintlx3.H"

)

// Class PmCcFaintlx3
// Constructors

//-------------------------------

)

PmCcFaintlx3::PmCcFaintlx3()
//-------------------------

)
// Destructor

//---------------------------------

(
)
//

PmCcFaintlx3::~PmCcFaintlx3()
//-----------------------------------------------

(

)
//------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcFaint1x3::processRecord(const unsigned record[32])
// ------------------------------------------------------{

dataForm.put_CCD_Id (getCcdld());
dataForm.put_FEP_Id (getFepId());
dataForm.put_Data_Number (packetNum);
packetNum++;

// -- Pack events into packet -unsigned row, col;
event.getCcdPosition (row, col);
unsigned ph[3];
ph[0] = event.getPixel (0)
ph[l] = event.getPixel (1)
ph[2] = event.getPixel (2) j
dataForm. appencL_Events (row, col, ph);
// Bump pack counter
incEventCnt();
// -- If filled, post for transfer -if (dataForm.isFull())

{

// Other Operations

event)

dataForm.post ();

--- All retained events sent --return BoolTrue;

}

// --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcFaintlx3::finishExposure()
// ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{

DebugProbe probe;
if (dataForm.hasBuffer ())
Boolean retval = BoolTrue;
switch (fepRingType(record))

{

case FEP_EVENT_REC_lx3:
case FEP_EVENT_REC_lx5:

{

EventExposurefc exp = getExposurelnfo();
Pixel1x3 event;
event.attachData ((FEPeventReclx3*) record, &exp);
if (filterEvent (event) == BoolTrue)

{
}

retval = sendEvent (event);

{

dataForm.post ();
)
Tf_Record_Cc_Faint form;
if (waitForPkt (form) == BoolFalse)
(
return BoolFalse;

}

setupExposureRecord (form);
form.post ();
)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships

pmccfaintlx3 .C.pretty
// Additional Declarations
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// Documentation:
sendEvent
This function adds a faint 1x3 event to the current
data packet with its bias values, event is a reference
//
to the 1x3 event to send. If successful, the function
returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, the function
returns BoolFalse.

//
//
//
//
//
//

//
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//
//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean sendEvent(Pixel1x3& event);
// Additional Protected Declarations

Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995

//
// Module Specification PmCcFaintlx3 (Package)
//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmccfaintlx3.H

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

#ifndef pmccfaintlx3_h
#define pmccfaintlx3_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships

//

Tf_Data_Cc_Faint dataForm;
#include
#include

' ipclgen/output/Tf_Data_Cc_Faint.H"
' ipclgen/output/Tf_Record_Cc_Faint.H"

// Documentation:
//
This identifies the number of data packets built for
//
the current exposure.

// PmEvent
#include "filesscience/pmevent.H"
// Pixel1x3
#include "filesscience/pixellx3.H"
class Tf_Data_Cc_Faint;
class Tf_Record^Cc_Faint;

unsigned packetNum;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
// Class PmCcFaintlx3
//
// Documentation:
//
This class is responsible for processing Continuous
//
Clocking, Faint Mode 1x3 Event data.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PmCcFaintlx3 : public PmEvent
{
public:
// Constructors
PmCcFaintlx3();
// Destructor
virtual ~PmCcFaintlx3();
// Other Operations
Documentation:
processRecord
//
This function processes a record produced by the FEP.

//
//
//
//

Sequential
Concurrency:
Boolean processRecord(const unsigned record[32]);
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean finishExposure();
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations

#endif

//
//
//

//
//
//
//
//

pmccgraded.C.pretty
}
break;
default:
retval = PmEvent::processRecord (record);
break;
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Module Body PmCcGraded (Package)

)

return retval;

}
//---------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcGraded::sendEvent(Pixel1x3& event)
//---------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmccgraded.C
//

//-- Get buffer (if needed), and set info--if (dataForm.hasBuffer() == BoolFalse)

{

if (waitForPkt (dataForm) == BoolFalse)
// PmCcGraded
#include "filesscience/pmccgraded.H*

{
)

// Class PmCcGraded
// Constructors

dataForm.put_CCD_Id (getCcdId());
dataForm.put_FEP_Id (getFepId ());
dataForm.put_Data_Number (packetNum) ;
packetNum++;

//----------------------

)

PmCcGraded::PmCcGraded()
//--------------------

)

(
)

// Destructor
//--------------------PmCcGraded: : -PmCcGraded ()

//----------------------{

Boolean PmCcGraded: :processRecord(const unsigned record[32])
// ----------------------------------------------------

// Failed

// -- Pack events into packet -unsigned row, col;
event.getCcdPosition (row, col);
unsigned ph = event.getPulseHeight();
unsigned grade = event.getGrade ();
dataForm.append_Events (row, col, ph, grade);
incEventCnt();
/ / Bump pack counter
// -- If filled, post for transfer -if (dataForm.isFull())

{

)
// Other Operations
// -------------------------------------------------------

return BoolFalse;

dataForm.post ();

//--- All retained events sent----return BoolTrue;

}//----------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcGraded::finishExposure()
// ---------------------------------------------

{

(

if (dataForm.hasBuffer ())

{
}

DebugProbe probe;
Boolean retval = BoolTrue;
switch (fepRingType(record))

Tf__RecorcL_Cc_Faint form;
if (waitForPkt (form) == BoolFalse)

{

{

case FEP_EVENT_REC__lx3:
case FEP_EVENT_REC_lx5:

return BoolFalse;
)
setupExposureRecord (form);
form.post ();

(

EventExposureSc exp = getExposurelnfo () ;
Pixel1x3 event;
event.attachData ((FEPeventReclx3*) record, &exp);
if (filterEvent (event) == BoolTrue)

{
)

retval = sendEvent (event);

dataForm.post ();

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations
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// Documentation:
//
sendEvent
//
This function adds a graded event to the current data
//
packet with its bias values, event is a reference to
//
the 3x3 event to send. If successful, the function
//
returns BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, the function
//
returns BoolFalse.
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//
//
//

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean sendEvent(Pixel1x3& event);
// Additional Protected Declarations

Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995

// Module Specification PmCcGraded (Package)
//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmccgraded.H

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

//

tifndef pmccgraded_h
#define pmccgraded_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

private:
// implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
Tf_Data_Cc_Graded dataForm;

#include * ipclgen/output/Tf_Data_Cc__Graded. H"
#include •ipclgen/output/Tf__Record_Cc_Faint.H

// Documentation:
//
This identifies the number of data packets built for
//
the current exposure.

// PmEvent
#include “filesscience/pmevent.H"
// Pixel1x3
#include Mfilesscience/pixellx3.H"
class Tf_Data_Cc_Graded;
class Tf_Record__Cc_Faint;

unsigned packetNum;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

};
// Class PmCcGraded

//

// Documentation:
//
This class is responsible for processing Continuous
//
Clocking, Graded Mode Event data.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PmCcGraded : public PmEvent

{

public:
// Constructors
PmCcGraded();
// Destructor
virtual -PmCcGraded();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
processRecord
//
This function processes a record produced by the FEP.

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
Boolean processRecord(const unsigned record[32]);

//

// Concurrency:
Sequential
virtual Boolean finishExposure();
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations

#endif
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{
digestRawRecord (getRawRecord());
}
}
else
{
interface.
retval = PmRaw::processRecord (record);
)
return retval;

//
//
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ft
// Module Body PmCcRaw (Package)

ft
// Subsystem: filesScience
It File: filesscience/pmccraw.C
//

)
//-------------------------------------------------------//-------------------------------------------------------{

Boolean PmCcRaw::finishExposure()

DebugProbe probe;
if (rawForm.hasBuffer() == BoolTrue)

{

// PmCcRaw
tinclude “filesscience/pmccraw.H"

)

Tf_Record_Cc_Raw form;
if (waitForPkt (form) == BoolFalse)

// Class PmCcRaw
It Constructors

{
)

//--------------PmCcRaw::PmCcRaw()
//--------------

(
//

)
//---------------PmCcRaw::-PmCcRaw()
//---------------{
// Destructor

)
// Other Operations
// ------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcRaw::processRecord(const unsigned record[32])
// ------------------------------------------------------(

rawForm.set_Data_Written (packWritten);
rawForm.post ();

return BoolFalse;

EventExposureSc exp = getExposurelnfo () ;
unsigned dataCmd, dataBlock, winBlock, biasCmd, biasBlock;
getRunldlnfo (dataCmd, dataBlock, winBlock, biasCmd, biasBlock);
form.put_Run_Start_Time (getTimeData());
form.put_Parameter__Id (dataBlock) ;
form.put_Window_Id (winBlock);
form.put_Bias_Start_Time (getTimeBias());
form.put_CCD_Id (getCcdld());
form.put_FEP_Id (getFepId());
form.put_FEP_Timestamp (exp.getFepTimestamp());
form.put_Exposure_Number (exp.getExposureNumber());
form.put_Pixel_Count (packPixels);
packPixels = 0;
packetNum = 0;
form.post ();

)
//-------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcRaw::digestRawRecord(FEPeventRecRaw*record)
//-------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;

DebugProbe probe;
Boolean retval = BoolFalse;
if (accumulating == BoolTrue)

{

if (accumulateRawRecord (record, BoolTrue) == BoolTrue)

{

)
{

)

accumulating = BoolFalse;
digestRawRecord (getRawRecord());

else if (fepRingType(record[0]) == FEP_EVENT_REC_RAW)
accumulating = accumulateRawRecord (record, BoolFalse);
if (accumulating == BoolFalse)

PixelRow row;
EventExposurefc exp = getExposurelnfo ();
row.setup (&exp);
row.attachData (record);
filterRow (row);
if (setupDataPkt (row) == BoolFalse)

{
)

return BoolFalse;

unsigned copied = packLen;
unsigned pixels = 0;
if (packRow (row, packPtr, packLen, packPartial, pixels) == BoolFalse)
{
if (packPartial == BoolTrue)

pmccraw.C.pretty
{
)

packWritten++;

rawForm.set_Data_Written (packWritten) ;
rawForm.post();
if (setupDataPkt (row) == BoolFalse)

{
)

)

return BoolFalse;

copied = packLen;
packRow (row, packPtr, packLen, packPartial, pixels);

packPixels += pixels;
packWritten += copied - packLen;
return BoolTrue;

)

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmCcRaw::setupDataPkt (PixelRow&row)

//
{

DebugProbe probe;
if (rawForm.hasBuffer() == BoolFalse)

(

if (waitForPkt (rawForm) == BoolFalse)

(
)

)

return BoolFalse;

rawForm.put_CCD_Id (getCcdId());
rawForm.put_FEP_Id (getFepld());
rawForm.put_Data_Number (packetNum);
unsigned rownum, mincol, maxcol;
row.getRange (rownum, mincol, maxcol);
rawForm.put_CCD_Row (rownum);
rawForm.put_CCD_Column (mincol);
rawForm.put_Compression_Table (getCompression());
packPtr = rawForm.get_Data_Address();
packLen = rawForm.get_Data_Avail();
packWritten = 0;
packetNum++;

return BoolTrue;

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations

pmccraw.H.pretty
//

ft
//
*
*
*
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//
//
Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995
//
// Module Specification PmCcRaw (Package)

//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmccraw.H
//
#ifndef pmccraw_h
#define pmccraw_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include "acis.h"

//
Clocking Raw mode.
//
// Concurrency:
Sequential
Boolean finishExposure();
// Documentation:
//
digestRawRecord
//
This function processes the raw
moderecord,
record.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean digestRawRecord(FEPeventRecRaw*record);
// Documentation:
//
setupDataPkt
//
This function acquires a telemetry packet buffer for
ft
the data packet, rawPkt, andinitializes
the header
//
fields in the data packet, row is the first row to
//
attempt to be packed into the telemetry packet buffer.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean setupDataPkt(PixelRow&row);
// Additional Protected Declarations

#include "fep/fepBep.h“
#include "ipclgen/output/Tf_Data_Cc_Raw.H"
#include "ipclgen/output/Tf_Record_Cc_Raw.H"

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

// PmRaw
#include "filesscience/pmraw.H"
class Tf_Data_Cc_Raw;
class FEPeventRecRaw;
class Tf_Record_Cc_Raw;

private:
// implementation
If Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
If
This is the Continuous Clocking Raw Mode data packet.
Tf_Data_Cc_Raw rawForm;

If Class PmCcRaw
//
// Documentation:
//
This class processes raw Continuous Clocking Mode data.
// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Persistence:
Transient
// Cardinality: n
//
class PmCcRaw : public PmRaw
{
public:
// Constructors
PmCcRaw();
// Destructor
virtual -PmCcRawO;
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
processRecord
//
This function processes the FEP to BEP record
//
contained in record.

//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
Boolean processRecord(const unsigned record[32]);
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
finishExposure
If
This function ends the current exposure for Continuous

// Documentation:
//
This indicates the number of raw rows packed into the
//
data packet.
unsigned rowsPacked;
// Documentation:
//
This indicates whether or not the mode is accumulating
//
FEP to BEP records into a single record. BoolFalse
//
indicates that a raw data record is not being
//
accumulated. BoolTrue indicates that the data record
//
is being accumulated.
Boolean accumulating;
// Documentation:
//
This is the current postion in the data packet where
//
the next row is to bepacked.
unsigned*packPtr;
// Documentation:
//
This is the space remaining in the telemetry packet
//
buffer.
unsigned packLen;

If Documentation:
If
This is the total number of words currently written
//

into the telemetry packet buffer.
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unsigned packWritten;
// Documentation:
//
This indicates that the last write to the telemetry
//
packet buffer left a partially written word at the end
//
of the packet. If this is BoolTrue at the point at
//
which the buffer is to be sent, packWritten should be
//
incremented by 1 to include the last word in the
//
buffer.
Boolean packPartial;
// Documentation:
//
This is the total number of pixels packed into
//
telemetry for the currentexposure.
unsigned packPixels;
// Documentation:
//
This is the current number of data packets send so far
//
in the exposure.
unsigned packetNum;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

);
#endif
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{

biasErrForm.post();
)
return BoolTrue;
)

//----------------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmEvent:: filterEvent (PixelEvent&

//

//

Copyright Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1995

//

event)

//-----------------------------------------------------------------

{

DebugProbe probe;

// Module Body PmEvent (Package)

//
// --- Test pulse height range --if (phFilter.filterEvent (event) == BoolFalse)

// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmevent.C
//

{

return BoolFalse;
)
//--- Test processing windows----if (windowFilter.filterEvent (event) == BoolFalse)

// PmEvent
#include "filesscience/pmevent.H"

{

return BoolFalse;
)
//--- Test event grade---if (gradeFilter.filterEvent (event) == BoolFalse)

// Class PmEvent
// Constructors
//-----------------PmEvent::PmEvent()
//--------------

{

}

return BoolFalse;

return BoolTrue;
)

//------------------------------------------------------------------Boolean PmEvent::processRecord(const unsigned record[32])
//-------------------------------------------------------------------

}

{

// Other Operations
//

------------------------------------------------------------------

Boolean PmEvent::digestBiasError(const FEPerrorRec*record)

//

{

-----------------------------------------------------------------DebugProbe probe;
// --- Get buffer if needed --if (biasErrForm.hasBuffer() == BoolFalse)

{

if (waitForPkt (biasErrForm) == BoolFalse)

{

return BoolFalse;
)
unsigned dataCmd;
unsigned dataBlock;
unsigned dataWin;
unsigned biasCmd;
unsigned biasBlock;
getRunldlnfo (dataCmd, dataBlock, dataWin, biasCmd, biasBlock);
biasErrForm.put_Start_Time (getTimeData());
biasErrForm.put_Parameter_Id (dataBlock);
biasErrForm.put_CCD_Id (getCcdld());
biasErrForm. put_FEP_Id (getFepId ()) ;
)
// --- Append error information --biasErrForm.append_Error(record->row, record->col);
parityErrCnt++;

DebugProbe probe;
Boolean retval = BoolTrue;
// --- Process based on record tag --switch (fepRingType(record[0)))

{

//----------------------------------------------------------------

case FEP_EXPOSURE_REC:

// Start Exposure

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// -- Extract exposure info -getExposurelnfo().copyExpStart ((FEPexpRec*) record);
packedEvents = 0;
parityErrCnt = 0;
phFilter.resetCounters ();
windowFilter.resetCounters ();
gradeFilter.resetCounters ();
break;

//----------------------------------------------------------------

case FEP_EXPOSURE_END_REC:

// End Exposure

//----------------------------------------------------------------

// -- Extract closure info -getExposurelnfo().copyExpEnd ((FEPexpEndRec*) record);
// -- Bias Error packet not empty, send it -if (biasErrForm.hasData() == BoolTrue)

{
}

biasErrForm.post ();

// -- Use child class to finish up exposure --

pmeventC.pretty
finishExposure ();
break;

----------------------------------------------------------------

//

case FEP_ERROR_REC:

//----------------------------------------------------------------

// -- Process bias error record -retval = digestBiasError ((FEPerrorRec *) record);
break;
case FEP_FID_REC:
break;

//
//

//

----------------------------------------------------------------

default:

// UNRECOGNIZED RECORD TYPE!!!

//----------------------------------------------------------------

retval = BoolFalse;
break;
)
// --- Return BoolTrue to proceed, and BoolFalse on abort/error
return retval;

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------void

PmEvent::setPhFiIter(FilterPh*

ph)

// ------------------------------------------------------------

{

DebugProbe probe;
phFilter = ph;

EventExposurefc exp = getExposurelnfo ();
//--- Get run identification information---unsigned dataCmd;
unsigned dataBlock;
unsigned dataWin;
unsigned biasCmd;
unsigned biasBlock;
getRunldlnfo (dataCmd, dataBlock, dataWin, biasCmd, biasBlock);
// --- Write the respecitive fields into the exposure record --exprec.put_Run_Start_Time (getTimeData());
exprec.put_Parameter_Id (dataBlock);
exprec.put_Window_Id (dataWin);
exprec .put_Bias_Start_Time (getTimeBias ());
e3<prec .put_Bias_Parameter_Id (biasBlock) ;
exprec.put_CCD_Id (getCcdld());
exprec.put_FEP_Id (getFepId());
exprec.put_FEP_Timestamp (exp.getFepTimestamp()) ;
exprec. put_Exposure_Number (exp. getExposureNumber ());
exprec,put_Events_Sent (packedEvents);
exprec. put_ThresholcLPixels (exp. getThresholdCnt ()) ;
exprec .put_Discard_Pulse_Height (phFilter.getDiscardCnt ()) ;
exprec.put_Discard_Window (windowFilter. getDiscardCnt ()) ;
exprec.put_Discard_Grade (gradeFilter.getDiscardCnt());
exprec.put_Delta_Overclocks (0, exp.getOverclockDelta(ONODE_A));
exprec. put_Delta_Overclocks (1, exp. getOverclockDel ta (ONODE_B)) ;
exprec. put_Del ta_Overclocks (2, exp. getOverclockDel ta (ONODE_C)) ;
exprec .put__Delta_Overclocks (3, exp. getOverclockDel ta (ONODE_D) ) ;
exprec.put_Bias_Parity_Errors (parityErrCnt);

)
// ----------------------------------------------------------

void

PmEvent: :setWindowFiIter(FilterWindow*

window)

//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{

DebugProbe probe;
windowFilter = window;
)
//

-----------------------------------------------------------

void

//

PmEvent::setGradeFiIter(FiIterGrade*

grade)

-----------------------------------------------------------

{
DebugProbe probe;
gradeFilter = grade;
)

//------------------------void PmEvent::incEventCnt()

//------------------------------

{

DebugProbe probe;
packedEvents++;
)

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------void PmEvent:: setupExposureRecord (Tf_Record_Event&exprec)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------{
DebugProbe probe;
assert (exprec.hasBuffer() == BoolTrue);
// --- Get reference to the exposure information instance ---

)
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Declarations
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//
//

Copyright Massachusetts of Technology, 1995

//
// Module Specification PmEvent (Package)
//
// Subsystem: filesScience
// File: filesscience/pmevent.H
//
#ifndef pmevent_h
#define pmevent_h 1
// Additional Includes:
#include “acis.h"
#include "ipclgen/output/Tf_Data_Bias_Error.H"
#include "ipclgen/output/Tf_Record_Event.H"

//
//
//
//
//

This function recognizes
FEP_EXPOSURE_REC
FEP_EXPOSURE_END_REC
FEP_ERR_REC
TBD: FEP_FID_REC

the following record types:

//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean processRecord(const unsigned record[32]);
// Documentation:
//
finishExposure
//
This is an abstract function which must be implemented
//
by each subclass. The function must complete the
//
current exposure, given the mode implementing the
//
function. If successful,
the function returns
//
BoolTrue. If the run is aborted, or has a fatal error,
//
the function returns BoolFalse.

//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean finishExposure() = 0;
// Documentation:
//
setPhFilter
//
This function sets the pulse height filter for use by
//
thisinstance. If 0, then no global
pulse height
//
filtering is done by this instance.

//
// ProcessMode
#include "filesscience/processmode. H"
// FilterGrade
#include "filesscience/filtergrade.H“
// FilterPh
#include "filesscience/filterph.H"
// FilterWindow
#include “filesscience/filterwindow.H"
class Tf_Data_Bias_Error;
class FEPerrorRec;
class Tf_Record_Event;

// Class PmEvent
//
// Documentation:
//
This class represents a generic event processor, whose
//
responsibility is to parse records produced by a FEP,
//
and produce data packets and exposure records. This
//
class implements common functions used by all event
//
processor types.
// Concurrency:
Guarded
// Persistence:
Persistent
// Cardinality: n
//
class PmEvent : public ProcessMode
{
public:
// Constructors
PmEvent();
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
processRecord
//
This function parses the FEP-produced record contained
//
in record. Typically, subclasses of this class
//
overload processRecord, handling their own record
//
types (for example, a 3x3 faint mode will filter out
//
FEP_EVENT_REC_3x3), calling this function it they do
//
not recognized the record type.

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setPhFilter(FilterPh* ph);
// Documentation:
//
setWindowFilter
//
This function sets the window filter, window, to this
//
instance. If window is 0, then this instance performs
//
no window filtering.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setWindowFilter(FilterWindow* window);
// Documentation:
//
setGradeFilter
//
This function assigns the grade filter, grade, to this
//
process instance. If 0, no grade filtering is done by
//
this instance.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void setGradeFilter(FilterGrade* grade);
// Additional Public Declarations

protected:
// Other Operations
// Documentation:
//
digestBiasError
//
This function handles a bias error record produced by
//
the FEP. record contains the bias error record. If
//
successful, this function returns BoolTrue. If the
//
mode is aborted, or an error occurs, the function
//
returns BoolFalse.
//
// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual Boolean digestBiasError(const FEPerrorRec‘record);
// Documentation:
//
filterEvent
//
This function runs event through the process mode's
//
collection ofevent filters. If
the event is accepted
//
by the filter set, the function returns BoolTrue. If
//
the event has been rejected, it returns BoolFalse.
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II
FilterGrade *gradeFilter;

// Concurrency:
Guarded
// Preconditions:
//
phFilter, windowFilter and gradeFilter must be
//
configured and ready to process data.
// Semantics:
//
Apply event to phFilter. If accepted, try
//
windowFilter. If still accepted, try gradeFilter.
//
Return BoolTrue if gradeFilter accepts the event, and
//
BoolFalse if any of the filters reject the event,
virtual Boolean filterEvent(PixelEventfc event);
// Documentation:
//
incEventCnt
//
This function increments the telemetered event count
//
for the exposure.

unsigned parityErrCnt;

II

unsigned packedEvents;

// Documentation:
//
parityErrCnt
//
This variable contains the total number of bias map
//
parity errors since the start of the run.

// Documentation:
//
packedEvents
//
This variable contains the total number of events sent
//
by this exposure.

// Concurrency:
Guarded
virtual void incEventCnt();
// Documentation:
//
setupExposureRecord
//
This function sets fields in the telemetry exposure
//
record, exprec. This member function is used by the
//
subclasses of each event mode to set common fields in
//
their exposure record telemetry packets.

};

II

#endif

// Concurrency:
Sequential
// Preconditions:
//
exprec must have a telemetry packet buffer,
virtual void setupExposureRecord(Tf_Record_Event&exprec);
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Protected Declarations

private:
// Get and Set Operations for Has Relationships
// Additional Private Declarations

private: // implementation
// Data Members for Has Relationships
// Documentation:
//
phFilter
//
This is the pulse-height filter for the event
//
processor. It is accessed by the client using
//
getPhFilter, and is configured directly by the client
//
when setting up the science run.
FilterPh *phFilter;
// Documentation:
//
windowFilter
//
This is the window-bank filter for
//
processor. It is accessed directly
II
getWindowFilter, and is configured
//
client when setting up the science

this event
by the client using
directly by the
run.

FilterWindow *windowFilter;
// Documentation:
//
gradeFilter
//
This is the event grade filter for the event
//
processor. It is accessed by the client using
//
getGradeFilter, and is configured directly by the
//
client code.

Tf_Data_Bias_Error biasErrForm;
// Additional Implementation Declarations

